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Abstract

Abstract

This project aims to produce a 64-bit floating-point double precision adder/subtractor

of a Solid Modelling accelerator in Gallium Arsenide technology, which is used to
reduce computational time and to increase accuracy of algorithms.

Addition is the most fundamental and the simplest operation in any computer
arithmetic operation. According to the IEEE 754 Standa¡d Format, the resulting
a¡chitecture based on the addition/subtraction algorithm is mainly divided into two
portions - the exponent and the mantissa.

In logic design, there are three major difficult circuits including a mantissa

shifær, a mantissa adder, and a normalizer, all of which affect the speed of the addi-
úon process. Design of a high speed operation not only relies on speed property of a
gate, an efficient way to accelerate the process but also is on selection and design of
the fasæst feasible circuits, and an optimal placement to reduce interconnections. A
rapid barrel shifær has been used as an alignment shifter and a normalization shifær,

and an adder combined a carry-select adder and a binary carry-look ahead adder has

been developed for adding the two mantissas. In normalization, a novel approach has

been adopted while designing the encoder, which omits the 6-bit incrementer nor-
mally required in this process.

As a result of the idiosyncrasies of GaAs technology, the design is much more

difficult than CMOS. For simplicity of layout, a multi-bit-input circuit has been bro-
ken into several segments, then connected together to achieve the desired function.

Furthermore, some examples of PLA implementation are given in the priority detec-

tor and the encoder.
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1Clnpter I : Introútction

Chapter 1 Introduction

Abstractz This thesis dcscribes the design of a high-speed

double-precísíon foøtíng-poht oücrlsubfracb4 as an

arithmctíc prucessing wit of a hardware accelerator for
Solíd Modellíng aþortthms. In this VISI digital design, we

investigate high speed digital GaAs technology to achieve

the required fast computer arithm¿tic. In order to achieve

high precision arithmctic operartons in the solíd nndelling

al gorithms, a 64-bit double pre cision flo atin g - point standard

format, consisting of two rnajor parts: the exponent and the

mantissa, is used. Tb satisfy the design requiremcnts of high-

speed, high-density, Iow power and high relíability, we need

to select and creote optimal and feasible circuits for each

subsection of the whole processon This chapter surveys the

scope of the thesis-

,'(



Chapter I : Introduction

1.1 The Aim of This Project

CAD/CAM technology, supporting many computerized activities in design and manu-

facturing, is now playing an increasingly importånt role in production industries.

When using CAD for design, it is frequently necessary to both represent and manipu-

late a three-dimensional (3-D) shape in a compuær. This process is called "Solid Mod-

elling" which has application in many fields, such as computer graphics and

visualization, a¡chitecture and construcúon, computer vision, inægrated circuits, elec-

tronic packaging, and CAD/CAM computer systems.

Solid Modelling, which is used to represent three-dimensional shapes [Chi88] in

ha¡dwa¡e and/or software, comprises the theories, techniques, and systems representa-

tions of solids. A solid model has a clear and accurate computer representation of a

physical solid object. The primary representation schemes for solid modelling can be

divided into two broad categories: contractive solid geometry (CSG) and boundary

representntion (B-Rep). Solid objects in the CSG system are represented as a combi-

nation of some primitive objects i.e., cubes, spheres, cores and so on, which are then

combined using regularized Boolean set operators. Its algorithms are simple and fast

The B-Rep system uses a graph data structure to describe an object in terms of its sur-

face boundary elements such as vertices, edges, faces etc. Such a representation has

high accuracy and can express a very wide class of objects with great flexibility, how-

ever, the relevant algorithms are complex and slow.

The project focuses on B-Rep algorithms using merged GaAs/CMOS/BiCMOS

technologies to implement a Solid Modelling accelerator [Moo93]. This is a part of a

project to produce a Solid Modelling accelerator. Solid Modelling systems demand

reducing computational time (high speed) and to increase accuracy of algorithms

(high precision) requiring the use of high speed double precision 64-bit floating-point

calculations. In order to increase the throughout of a processor usually two approaches

are used: parallelism or technological improvement like GaAs. In any case, optimiza-

tion of logic circuits is required.

The specific objective of the project aims to design an efficient and possible

rapid double precision floating-point adder/subtractor for a vector processor in the

Solid Modelling accelerator.

2
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3Clapter I: Introduction

1.2 Choice of TechnologY

Realization of the floaúng-point adder/subtractor has to be based on an appropriate

technology. At present, there are two common technologies for custom digital circuit

designs: gallium arsenide (GaAs) and silicon. Although silicon is a very mature tech-

nology and has extensively been used in computer arithmetic design and many appli-

cations, GaAs is also beginning to achieve maturity, and its application is spreading

out in many fields. Results reported so fa¡ indicate that acceptable reliability levels in

GaAs can be reached, and are comparable with those of silicon ICs [Mi186].

The growing popularity of GaAs is due to its capability of improving speed sig-

nificantly. GaAs succeeds not only as a result of high speed, but also low power at

high frequency.

Among the many types of GaAs devices, digital VLSI design based on MES-

FET is now a mature and commercially available technology, and also increases

allowing high density circuit implementation [Roc90] tTregal. To avoid V5s (negative

voløge supply) body effect and an extra voltage supply influences, only E/D-MES-

FET GaAs, especially three static logic farnilies (DCFL, SDCFL and SBFL), a¡e

treated in the project. The DCFL logic family plays a dominant role among these three

families, as it is used for realizing the logic functions. SDCFL and SBFL are used as

buffers for driving large loads.

Performance merits, such as speed, area, noise immunity, and power consump-

tion, rely primarily on gate properties which a¡e in n¡rn determined by the transistor

dimensions used in the gaæ. Of course, they are also dependent upon the logic circuit

configuration, interconnections, design styles and so forth. In the following chapter,

we will clarify these parameters and how they affect performance at the gate logic

level.

A 0.8 micron E/D-MESFET process with three layers of metal has been used in

the VLSI implementation of the floating-point adder/subtractor. A 2 volts supply volt-

age has been used.



Clnpter I: Itroduction

1.3 Floating-Point Addition/Subtraction

High speed and high precision computations are required not only for the Solid Mod-

elling accelerator but also for many other applications like signal processing, image

processing, computer graphics, model simulations, and CAD/CAM. During the last

two decades many floating-point processors have been reported in detail. A 64-bit

double precision floating-point adder/subtractor in GaAs technology, however, has

received little investigation.

Our design adheres to the ANSI/IEEE Standa¡d 754-1985 for Binary Floating-

Point Arithmetic WEE754|. By definition, a binary floating-point number is repre-

sented by a bit string charactariznd by three components: a sign of the manússa, a

signed exponent, and a mantissa. In contrast ûo fixed-point arithmetic, the floating-

point arithmetic increases either the range, or the precision of the number's represen-

tation for the same number of bits.

Floating-point addition and subtraction are mole complex than floating-point

multiplication and division. A floating-point adder/subtractor needs several steps to

complete: compare the two exponents, shift the smaller mantissa to right with regard

to the difference between the two exponents, add/subtract the mantissas, nonnalize the

mantissa, and finally adjust the exponent. However, a floating-point multiplier/divisor

can operate exponents and mantissas respectively.

In developittg a VLSI architecture for the floating-point adder/subtactor the

designer is faced with a number of important choices. These include: a) combinational

vs. sequential processingi and b) what kind of shifær, adder and normalization circuits

to select in practical circuit designs. The correct archiæcture will depend heavily on

the application and its constraints on speed performance, power, reliability, and of

course cost. The prima¡y criæria considered in the design of this adder/subtractor

application a¡e the speed and feasibility of its implementation-

Implementation of operations within the adder/subtractor (such as normaliza-

tion) using combinational logic circuitry, in general, provides minimum execution

detay of each operation, and is also more straightforward to design. Thus, combina-

tional logic is used where practical. Also all inærnal registers are edge-triggered with

4



Clwpter I : Introduction

a single clock.

Pipelines in sequential logic are generally used to improve performance in a

processor. In [Mil861] the pipeline studies, however, refer to microprocessor design,

where data and instructions a¡e stored in exærnal memories. In this case the pipeline

equilibration is difficult because on chip-off chip communications delay is high com-

pared to internal delays. Of course, this is not directly applicable to arithmetic coproc-

essors which are not microprogrammed. Especially in a GaAs environment, pipeline

implementation is much more difficult than in silicon [Mil861]. Although the combi-

national logic design may require much more space, it removes the need of compli-

cated control parts and avoids clock distribution problems. In addition, we can use

only the static GaAs logic families to build the adder and the subtractor.

Three of the most critically important circuits in the adder/subtractor are the 56-

bit shifter, the 56-bit mantissa adder and the 56-bit priority detector. Their speed

largely determines the speed of the whole processor. We use a rapid barrel shifter to

accomplish the alignment shifter and the normalization shifær functions. A novel

combinational adder consisting of a binary look-ahead and a carry select adder is

demonstrated and shown to yield good simulation results. In the normalization part, a

novel approach of omitting a 6-bit incrementer is introduced.

Due to the cha¡acæristics of GaAs technology, such as the lack of complemen-

tary p-FET devices, Schottky Diode OR gates, pass transistors, NAND gate, and the

limitation of fan-in and fan-out's, the resulting design tends to be more complex. As a

result, we should take into account the feasibility of optimal logic circuits in GaAs

layout design.

1.4 Overview of The Thesis

Figure 1-1 shows the structure of this thesis. V/e begin in Chapær 1 with an introduc-

tion to the thesis. This chapter describes briefly the purpose of the project, the technol-

ogy choice and the fl oating-point addition/subtraction methodologies.

Chapter 2 reviews high-speed ratioed GaAs technology principles and its advan-

tages and disadvantages comp¿ued with the CMOS technology. V/e emphasize the

5



Chapter I : Introduction 6

Conclusiorrs
Summary

Discussions
Contributions

Simulation
logic circuits (Octools)

(MAGIC): area, devices

HSPICE): tunction, dela¡ power
results (IRSIM,

Arithmetic
IEEE 7 5 4 standa¡d forrrats
Addition/subtraction fl ow chrt
Exponent partition archit€ctu¡e

Mantissa partition a¡chitecture

ïechnologgr
Comparisons of technologies
GaAs st¡tic logic families
(DCFL, SDCFL, SBFL)

Introduction
(Solid Modellin g Accelerator)
Technology

adder/subtractor

FIGURE 1-1. A relatiye structure of thesis anrcng chapters.



Clnpter I : Introùtction

search for the fastest three terminal device from the simplest direct-coupled logic

(DCFL) to powerful buffers: source follower logic (SDCFL) and superbuffer logic

(SBFL). Computer simulations are used throughout the third subsection to show the

expected performances for different ratios and dimensions, study the effecs of param-

eter variations at the gate level, and at last conclude the trade-offs among all parame-

ters.

The 3rd chapter describes some fundamental floating-point definitions and the

single precision and double precision IEEE 754 standa¡d formats. The algorithm for

the addition/subtraction operation is presented. We partition the floating-point adderl

subtractor a¡chitecture into the exponent and the manússa parts to deal with them indi-

vidually.

Circuit analysis and logic circuit design begins in Chapter 4. This chapter con-

tains an overview of the different approaches to the design of VLSI digital circuits for

a specific function, explaining the advantages and disadvantages of each approach. As

indicaæd, an efficient and acceptable way to speed up the whole process is to design

applicable circuits in GaAs. The structure of the mantissa adder is explained in detail

as a particular GaAs adder example. Also in this chapter, we emphasize how to nor-

malize the mantissa result by means of combinaúonal logic, and evaluaæ, develop and

optimize an encoder to achieve the normalization requirement so that a 6-bit incre-

menter can be omitted.

Chapûer 5 deals with VLSI circuit design techniques, implementations and sim-

ulations by means of the CAD tools MAGIC, IRSIM and HSPICE. In this chapter,

we menúon many practical problems in layout due ûo GaAs's limitations. Some spe-

cial examples are: how to deal with a number of fan-in and fan-out, how to minimize

noise effect, how to reduce heat generation, and how to reduce long wire delays. Also

some design methodologies, such as how to regularize multi-bit functions (use PLA

and etc.) to complete the layout easily and practically, and how to place each part and

merge them together properly to attain minimum interconnection delay and area, ale

introduced. Experimental results demonstrate that each function has reasonable trade-

offs between speed, area, and power dissipation. Finally, the performance of the over-

all system is discussed.

7
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Chapter l: Intrduction

Chapær 6 contains the discussions and conclusions of this work. We examine

the worst case delay of the mantissa adder in the simulation, several practical and opti-

mal circuits, and some realistic approaches in the implementation.

In Figure 1-1, the topics discussed in each chapûer are illustrated. We can sea¡ch

an objective with descriptions. The figure is inænded to make it easier for interested

readers to refer directly to the chapter describing the topics of interest.

t
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Cløpter 2: Ultra High Speed Gallium Arscnidc Tecltrcbgy 9

Chapter 2Ultra High SPeed GaIIium

Arsenide Technology

Abstract Gallium Arsenide (GoAs) MESFET technology

has been widely used in various Jields, as GaAs technology

has two significant advantages over silicon: higher electron

mobitity (hi7h speed), and lower parasitic capacitance-

There are, however, sorne disadvantages, Iike limitedfan'in

and fan-out capabilities, and low noise margins in some

øpplications. Furthermore, fabrication costs are higher

thut those of CMOS. This chapter presents and analyses

three rypical static GaAs logic families: DCFI" SDCFL

and SBFL. The influences of the size and ratio of transis-

tors used in the DCFL Sate with regard to speed, power

dissipation, area, and noise margin, are also discussed.
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2.1 Introduction

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) as a compound semiconductor has been studied and

researched since the laæ 1960's [Lon90]. \ilith many years of promoting the superior-

ity of GaAs ICs over silicon ICs in speed, power, temperature range, and radiation

ha¡dness, many people began to think of GaAs ICs as exotic devices in a world of

their own. In the laæ 1980's, U.S manufacturers of digital gallium arsenide circuitry,

like Convex Computer Corp., Vitesse, TriQuint Semiconductor Inc., finally carried

out the reality of a GaAs world [Cat90].

Within this decade, GaAs has emerged as the starting material for inægrated cir-

cuits with one million or morc transistors per chip. The æchnology today is 6rmly in

the domain of high-performance, very large-scale inægration, with chip clock raæs

reaching 500 MHz and above. More recently, Væsse has announced that direct cou-

pled FET logic for GaAs VLSI design has reached speeds of up to 800 MHz using a

0.5 micron, 5 level metal interconnects process tZENgsl for a digital IC design.

Importantly, the manufacturing cost is decreasing.

Using the high speed capability of GaAs for implementing digiøt integrated

circuits, supercomputers and specialized high speed microprocessors have been suc-

cessfully developed [Ras86] [Hel89] [Fox86].

Vetjko Milutinovic in GaAs Microprocessor Tischnology tMilS6l ciæd one

company's products as a particular example of a comparison between two 32-bit

microprocessors implemented in both DCFL E/D-MESFET technology and CMOS

technology. The result demonstrated that the 32-bit microprocessor which used GaAs

was much faster than used CMOS in speed performance. Since we require a high

speed processing tbr the Solid Modelling accelerator, not achievable using current

CMOS technologies, we choose GaAs æchnology to implement the floating-point

arithmetic. There has been little research reported on the implementation of floating-

point arithmetic in GaAs. It makes the study more interesting.

There are some problems in GaAs VLSI design, such as fan-in and fan-out lim-

itations, sensitivity to noise and so forth. To address these defects, before implement-

ing the logic circuits, it is imperative to optimize geometrical parameters of the

transistors at the gate level. Transistor sizing directly affects the overall performance
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of the circuits and the system.

In this project the speed of operation is of critical importance. However, for

proper operation of the circuits, problems associaæd with digitat noise and the effects

of temperature should also be addressed. These factors are traded off against each

other, making the optimization process of the transistor sizing more difficult and criti-

cal.

Another technology-dependent choice made for this design is to choose which

logic families to be employed. DCFL logic, due to its low power consumption and

small size, is considered to be the most suitable family for large-scale integration

among the many kinds of GaAs logic families [Tie94], even though it has low fan-in

and fan-out capabilities. Many experiments have verified that the optimal design

choice is the GaAs domino DCFL logic family [Cha95] [Lar86] [Roc90]. There a¡e

other logic families including SDCFL and SBFL that have high fan-out and fan-in

capacities, but they exhibit a high power dissipation, complexity and large chip area

requirement compared to DCFL.

This chapter is devoted to a preliminary discussion of GaAs technology devel-

opments, namely: contrasting advantåges and disadvantages to CMOS, introducing

three static ratioed logic families, compensating for transistor performances, and

finally a summary.

2.2 Advantages And Disadvantages

Historically, by 1980 a technical and economic conflict appeared quiæ evident

between GaAs and silicon technologies [Roc90]. The most effective application of

GaAs technology is to produce VLSI performance which is not possible nor easy to

attain with Silicon, namely its inherent high speed and low power capability. In con-

trast, CMOS is a very mature and predominant æchnology, which is applied widely in

many fields due mainly to its low fabrication price, low power at low speed, and flex-

ible design methodology. Compared to CMOS, GaAs DCFL technology has several

considerable advantages:

. High speed. Due principally to a semi-insulating substrate stnrcture in GaAs, it

makes GaAs with the higher electron mobility, high peak electron velocity, and a
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lower parasitic capacitance. For example, in 0.5 micron technology, the shoræst

gate delay in CMOS is about l50ps ¿rs opposed to 70ps for GaAs tDey95l.

. Higher radiation hardness.

. Higher tolerance of æmperature variations.

. Uses fewer transistor. For instance, a 2-input NOR (NOR2) gate uses three transis-

tors, but it uses four in CMOS.

. Normally, lower power supply voltage at l.sv or 2Y.

. No dynamic power consumption, and less power consumption in high speed envi-

ronments. Figure 2-1 shows a trend of power and frequency of GaAs and CMOS-

It can be seen that GaAs maintains a constant power at different frequencies.

CMOS power, however, increases as fiequency increases.

mV/

CMOS

5 - r Ga.rÀ.s DCFL

MHz
0 30

F re que ncy ( sw itchin g r ate )

FIGURE 2-1. Power dissipation variation with ftequency for two different
technologies.

Obviously, GaAs technology, in contrast to CMOS, has some basic disadvan-

tages [Win90] [He189]:

. Lower thermal conductivity.

. Restricted fan-out of about three gates and poor fan-in.

. fnverter, 2 and 3 input NOR gates are the only gates normally used in the design,

q)

ìo\
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causing more complexity and inflexibility. NAND gates can not be used in GaAs

[Hel89] because of a very low noise margin at the gate level.

. Higher noise sensitivity. The high voløge is typically 0.6V and the low voltage is

0.lV resutting in a low voltage swing. This drastically reduces the noise margin in

DCFL gates. To deal with this problem, we must use techniques to minimize noise

problems. This æchniques often ænd to increase the integration density.

. Higher cost. Due mainly to the scarcity of gelliurn and its inferior quality, and dif-

ficulty in manufacturing the gallium arsenide compound.

. Low yield.

Therefore, GaAs æchnology is expensive and has certain limitions which cause

the design to be more critical. To achieve the high speed requirements in many appli-

cations, however, it is of value to employ this technology [Scl88].

2.3 The Static Logic Families of GaAs

The static and dynarnic FET logics are two common types of options in design. The

dynamic FET logics consume much less power than the static logics. Howeveç main

disadvantages of dynamic logic are reliability (noise effect) and clock requirements (2

phases clock). In addition, dynamic logic families require more Eansistors and power

supplies. For example, in a rwo phase dynamic FET logic (TDFL) a negative voltage

supply and nvo more transistors in an inverter are required [Lon92]. Although some-

times transistor count is higher, the tansistor sizes a¡e smaller than in static logic.

There a¡e several different static logic gate configurations: buffered E/D logic,

buffered FET logic, Schottky Diode FET Logic, differential pass-transistor logic and

the simple E/D DCFL logic, all of which aro now widely used in high-speed GaAs

logic circuits. As buffered FET logic, Schottky Diode FET logic, and differential

pass-transistor are based on the depletion MESFET, which requires a -2Vneganve

gate-to-source voltage (Vrr) to turn-off, they must have two power supplies. As a

result of the negative voltage, the subtrate voltage may be changed (In the process

that we have used V rrb = 0.6 + Vss ), which leads to an increase in the transistor

threshold voltage. These result in a cumbersome chip design, chip layout system inte-

gration, and larger gate delays. For these reasons, we select static normally-off logic
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families to design the combinational logic adder/subtractor, avoiding the need for a

second power supply and negative voltage.

For convenience, static logic families such as buffered E/D logic including

SDCFL and SBFL, and DCFL logic, are adopted. Here we shall talk briefly about

these three static logic families.

2.3.I DCFL

Direct-coupled FET logic (DCFL) [Roc90] uses both enhancement-mode and

depletion-mode transistors in a circuit as shown in Figure 2-2.In practice, the DCFL

voo vnn

Depletion-mode
(pull-up)

Vout Vout

Vin Enluncemcnt-Mc
(pull-down)

vio

GND GNI)

DCFL Inverter DCFLNOR2 Gate

FIGURE 2-2. DCFL inverter and NOR gates.

circuit design is similar to that in a silicon NMOS process. The E-MESFET is nor-

mally-off, so there is no need for an additional power supply antl level shifting.

In comparison with other logic families discussed here, i.e. SDCFL and SBFL,

DCFL is simpler, has a higher density and a signifrcantly lower power dissipation- In

Section 2.4 the transistor level design of DCFL is described.

In Figure 2-2, two basic DCFL logic circuits, an inverter and a two-input NOR

gate, are illustrated. Each gate consists of a depletion-mode load device (pull-up), and

one or two enhancement-mode pull-down transistors. NOR gates with more than two
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inputs can be constructed by adding more enhancement-mode transistors in parallel.

However, there is a limitation in the number of inpus of a gate- The limiting factors

a¡e the increasing transistor leakage current, and the increasing gate delay. The

number of fan-outs is also limiæd by the current driving capability, and the gate noise

margin. Fan-in and fan-out affect both the speed and noise margin significantly

[Scl88], however, the two buffered logic functions described below overcome these

problems.

2.3.2 SDCFL

A Source Follower Direct Coupled FET Logic (SDCFL) [Esh9U can act as a

buffer to improve the noise margin, and the fan-in and fan-out capabilities when driv-

ing a large fan-in and fan-out [Win90]. On the other hand, to control the delay caused

by a large fan-out, suitable transistor sizes and ratios should be carefully selecæd.

Referring to Eric Chu suggestion [Chu94] and our simulating results, a SDCFL

inverter with optimized transistor sizes are illustrated in Figure 2-3. The sizes (W:

width, L: length) of the transistors are in microns-

vuo

W=8.4
L=I.2

Vout

Vio
W=2.0
L=].2

GND

FIGURE 2.3. Logic gate level of an optimized sDcFL inverter indicating- transistors sizes.

This improvement in the fan-in and fan-out phases comes at the cost of

increased circuit complexity, and larger area. The SDCFL consists of two stages: the

first stage is a DCFL inverter whose output is V6u¡1, and the second stage is the source

follower gate whose logic output voltage Voo, has the same state as Voutl'

Voutl

=7.0
t.2

,0
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Multiple input SDCFL NOR gates can easily be formed by adding parallel E-

mode transistors in multiple input DCFL NOR gates.

There are two phenomena observed in SDCFL applications: the first one is that

as the line capacitance Co increases (driving long wire), VoH and Vg¡ in the first

inverter stage, which is simila¡ to a DCFL gate but with different Eansistor sizes,

remain constant. The Vs¡1in this stage is twice as high as typical high voltage (0.6V)

so as to turn on a load and the source follower enhancement mode completely when

the input Vio is low as shown in Figure 2-4. These results were obtained by simulation
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FIGURE 2-4. Capacitances load effect on speed in SDCFL.

of the circuit in Figure 2-3 using HSPICE. At the output of the source follower stage

(Vout), V6¡ is lower than the defined norrnal low voltage of 0.1V typical in DCFL

gates, so there is a larger low noise margin in this stage than in a DCFL gate. The low

noise margin is a very important factor to ensure that the next transistor turns off com-

pletely when the input is high.

The size of the pull-down ûansistor gate length is ofæn fixed to the minimum

gate length. Then transistor sizes a¡e selected to make Vg¡ as low as possible to

increase noise immunity.

Figure 2-5 shows the second phenomenon, which indicates that the SDCFL has

4 _ OX
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good fan-out driving capability. With a fan-out of 8, the V9¡ is sufficiently low (lower

than 0.1V) and the output waveform is not distoræd severely in the second stage.

Even though the Vg¡¡ in both stages is lower than the case of a fan-out, and the sec-

ond stage delay increases, the second stage Vg¡ remains invariant and is very low

The SDCFL inverter consumes about 9 times more power than a normal DCFL

inverter when using our selected transistor sizes of the normal DCFL (see 2.4.4), and

it also occupies a larger area. Therefore, in practical design, the SDCFL logic family

is employed only as buffers to drive high fan-out and fan-in.

2.3.3 SBFL

A Super Buffer FET logic (SBFL) inverter has two stages: the input stage con-

sisting of an E/D ratioed inverter and the ouþut stage consisting of two non-ratioed

enhancement transistors as shown in Figure 2-6. SBFL's speed is slightly slower than

SDCFL, so that the inverter stage's pull-down width is decreased for increasing

speed. The major part of the area of a SBFL inverter is occupied by the second stage

non-ratioed and non-power consuming transistors. Driving a large fan-out, howeveç

requires a large cunent ç I * W pu) in the second stage. Also its l7o¿ should be equal
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Vin

1t

W=12.0
L=L2

W=12.0
L=].2

von

Vout

GND

FIGURE 2-6. Schematic of optimized SBFL inverter.

to W pu making the pull-up and the pull-down delays symmetric.

The ouþut enhancement transistors are controlled by the input and its comple-

ment so that when one input goes high, the other goes low; that is one of them will be

less conductive when the other becomes highly conductive. As a result, SBFL, like

SDCFL, has very good low-logic noise margin. Also its high-logic noise margin is

better than that of SDCFL. Nevertheless, the SBFL family incurs a longer delay than

the SDCFL family when driving the same number of fan-outs. However, if the buffer

is loaded with a large fan-out, the pull-up delay (the worst case delay) is almost inde-

pendent of fan-out. The simulation results in Figure 2-7 wíth the same load indicaæ

that compared with the labelled parameters in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-6, a SDCFL

inverter consumes about 5-6 times more power than a SBFL inverter as shown in Fig-

ure2-'1.

The SBFL inverter occupies approximately one and half times the a¡ea of the

SDCFL inverter. As well a.s it is impossible to build a SBFL NOR gate by simply add-

ing an E-mode transistor as for SDCFL NOR gates, since each input must drive two

transistors which the area requirement is considerably larger than that of a SDCFL

NOR gate. In addition, the two transistors present a capacitive load to the driving

stage about three times as large as that presented by a SDCFL NOR gate. For these

W=8.0
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reasons, the SBFL logic family is normally used only for buffers and not for basic

logic elements. Figure 2-6 shows an "inverting" SBFL buffer. If the inputs of two E

modes in the second stage ate swapped, the logic can accomplish a "non-inverting"

buffer function.

The schematics and descriptions of the three logic families have been
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explained. In Chapter 5, we will employ these three typical static logic families to

implement the floating-point adder/subtractor.

2.4 The Selection of Ïbansistor Dimensions And Ratio in
DCFL

GaAs is a ratioed technology, meaning signal slopes and logic voløge levels vary

with gate dimensions. For best performance, the transistor size and ratio should be

carefully chosen before performing any layout design. Performance parameters that

a¡e of importance a¡e the speed, noise margin, and potver consumption. This subsec-

tion aims to discuss how different ratios and transistor dimensions influence perform-

ance in a DCFL gaæ.

The ratio of the D-mode and the E-mode transistors of an inverter or a NOR

gate is defined as follows,

p
(L/W) pu
(L/W) pd

(2-r)

where (L/W) pu is the D-mode channel length to width ratto: (L/W p¿ is the ratio

for the E-mode. In DCFL logic, the size of the E-mode is such that it can conduct all

the current provided by the D-mode (pull-up) at a drain-to-source voltage of approxi-

mately 0.lV which is regarded as a logic-low state. In this way a valid logic-low state

is generated since the threshold voltage of the enhancement device (tansistor thresh-

old voløge) is around 0.24V. Once the gate input exceeds this transistor threshold

voltage, the E-mode is turned on. This is why the low output voløge Vg¡ must be as

low a.s possible to minimize the probability of noise effecting the coÍect output volt-

age-

A logic-high voltage, on the contrary, is set automatically since the driving gaæ

generates a current that forwa¡d-biases the gaæ-to-source junction of the driven

enhancement device. Therefore, the typical forward voltage drop of a GaAs MESFET

gate is 0.6Y this becomes the maximum value for a logic-high state'

Certainly, transistor performances are dominaæd by the device's dimensions. In

this study, the pull-down channet length is chosen to be the minimum feature size of
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I.2¡tm, to make the transistor threshold voltage maximum and maintain the high gate

ratio B (see formula2-l) ro increase noise immunity. The width of the pull-up transis-

tor is chosen at the minimum sizn (2.0¡tm) to gain a high transconductance p, a small

size, and low power consumption.

2.4.1 Delay

Digital circuits use three-terminal devices used to switch the on and off voltage

between two distinct levels. This operation requires the transfer of a certain amount of

electric charge along connecting lines. Because of intrinsic characterisúcs of real

devices, the input capacitance induces swiæhing delays including a rise time delay

(pull-up delay) and a fall time delay (pull-down delay). If we assume that ÂV is the

voltage swing (rypically 0.6V to lV swings in GaAs), C¡ the total load capacitance

(due to fan-in, the pull-down transistor gate WO¿ value and interconnection wires),

^d I^o, is the maximum source current deærmined by the (L/Wpu and other

transistor parameters, and also by the input resistance, then the minimum swirching

time (the gate delay) is:

Tmin = Crx (LV) /I^or, (2-2)

From this formula, the design of inægrated circuits for the fastest switching per-

formance will tend to reduce all geometrical dimensions to minimize Cr, a's well as

use devices to be able to control large currents to charge the capacitance in a very

short time with small voltage swings. Referring to formula 2-2, not only is the gate

delay influenced by DC (the device cha¡acæristics ÅV and l^or), but also by AC

characteristics ( C¡ ).

Figure 2-8 shows four cases of delay for different ratios. The lowest ratio gate

indicated by 'A is associated with the smallest delay but has the highest V9¡. In

order to obtain a large gate ratio to improve the noise margin, normally W 
OO 

tzkes a

much larger value than W ru, which causes the rise time to take longer than the fall

time. Thus, the rise time is regarded as the worse case delay úmc, in the measurement-

The overall delay in a circuit, in fact, is produced by two major aspects: gate

detay and interconnection line delay. The gaæ delay comes from the intrinsic delay,

the load delay, parasitic capacitance, input capacitance of the driven circuits, resist-

l
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ance and so on tDey95l.The inærconnection delay will be discussed in Chapter 5.

The simulation results in Figure 2-9 represent the fan-out = 3 delays for differ-

ent raúos. A lower raúo transistor produces less delay when the fan-out increases,
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while the low noise margin decreases and the high noise margin increases. This is

because we change the pull-up channel length to increase the ratio. If we maintain the

same pull-down dimensions, the current with a higher ratio will be less than with a

lower ratio, which causes both V9¡ and VgH to decrease simultaneously. Hence, high

speed and good noise margin a¡e conflicting requirements.

The minimum size gaæs in DCFL, SDCFL and SBFL logic families are ineffi-

cient at driving long capacitive lines. When speed is the objective, larger transistors

must be used to restrict the interconnection-delay rise. Ordinarily, we enlarge rilou

and Wpa in the same ratio to obtain large currents (/nWpr) to reduce the delay.

Simultaneously, the power dissipation per gate increases so ¿rs to considerably limit

the level of inægration on a chip.

2.4.2 Power Consumption

Regardless of any technology used, the power consumption in a digital circuit is

represented by [Her93] :

+P (2-3)
dynamic leakage

where P ,toti, is static power; P dyna^i, is the dynamic term occurring due to the

switching transient cunent and the charging and discharging of the load capacitance;

P teakage is produced by the leakage currents, which is much smaller than the other

two.

Generally, most of the power dissipation comes from static currents in the

DCFL GaAs technology [Tie94], so that only the static power, which relies on Vpp

and L/W,,, (X effect), requires consideration. The following formula represents

the static power per gate, which is in direct proportion to the pull-up maximum cur-

rents and supply voltage:

D
' dissipation = P rtotir* P

P ,totir= v srpply'I pu^o, (2-4)

To reduce the power dissipation, the (W/L) py ratio must be reduced. How-

ever, from (2-2) the gate delay will then increase. There is an obvious trade-off

between speed and power at the gate level. Since the power consumption relies on the
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static current and supply voltage, the gate power dissipation is fixed automatically

after choosing the pull-up parameters. For a combinational circuit, the total power is

approximately equal to the sum of the power dissipation of all individual gaæs.

The fourth chapter will describe some strategies to simplify the logic circuits

aiming at reducing the number of gaæs. In our layout design, we have tried to use

fewer gates to accomplish the same logic functions. The multi-bit multiplexer imple-

mentation is a particular example.

Another alternative for reducing the power dissipation is using dynamic GaAs

circuits, but it is not currently a common practice. As already mentioned, due to the

need of negative voltage and low noise immunity [Lon92], the practical circuits dem-

onstrated so fa¡ have had very low inægration levels in fabrication.

2.4.3 Noise Margin

The noise margin (or noise immunity) represents an allowance by which noise

voltage on the input of a. EatÊ will not affect the output of the gate. This is a vital per-

formance in a design. It can only be measured at a, EatE level.

The design yield is determined by the noise margin of a basic gate, as this

ensures a correct operation of a logic gate in a given circuit environment. In general,

the noise margin should be large enough to prevent defective operation due to static

(resistive) and dynamic (capacitive inductive) noise as well as variation of the process

par¿rmeters (process noise). Obtaining a large enough DC noise margin needs a good

Iogic swing defined by the V6¡and the V6¡¡ output levels.

One method of estimating the noise margins is given by low noise margin

(NML) and high noise margin (NMH), which can be simplistic [Roc90] [Lon90]:

NMH = VoH-Vtn

NML = VL-Vor
(2-s)

where V¡1 is the high input threshold voltage, and Va is low input threshold voltage,

both values of which are desirably equal midway in the logic swing. The NMH and

the NML are desired to be equal as well.
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The logic swing of a digital æchnology is imposed by the active device and

logic gaæ structure. Hence, the noise margin magnitude at the gate level is deær-

mined by the transistor ratio, the fan-in, and fan-out. The effect of the ratio on V9¡¡

and V6¡ is represented in Figure 2-10. Measuring conditions are illustrated in Figure

z-tt.
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FIGURE 2-10. Schematic of low and high ouþuts under different ratios.

The diagram shows that regardless of the par¿rmeters of the pull-up and the pull-

down, both V9¡¡ and Vg¡ maintain consistency with the same ratios (for example,

two ratios all are equal to 8 but they have different transistor parameters). From Fig-

ure 2-10, we can see as well that the logic threshold voltage increases as the ratio rises

(from point A moving to point B). The gate with a higher ratio has the same symme-

try as a lower ratio between the low noise margin and the high noise margin. The out-

put of the highest ratio is with the lowest low noise point C compared to point I)

which has the lowest ratio. Even so, considering speed and area factors, it is not pos-

sible to choose very high ratio transistors for design of high speed arithmetic opera-

tion. For ensuring a value of noise margin, normally, there are two measuring

methods: slope and square [Roc90] [V/es93] [Lon90]. For an accurate measurement,
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FIGURE 2"11. Measuring noise margin conditions.

slope method is used in CMOS technology as the static transfer curve of CMOS is

very straight, but square method is used in GaAs technology.

To obtain a low Vg¡, we can increase the width of the E-mode to attain a high

ratio, but it will use a larger area in the layout. Figure 2-12 and 2-13 show two differ-

ent c¿rses: (1) to change the pull-up pÍrameters with the same pull-down. Both V9¡¡

and V6¡ vary with the different pull-up ratios. (2) to change the pull-down dimen-

sions under the same pull-up dimensions. The pull-down variation affects Vg¡ exclu-

sively.

On the other hand, other factors that affect the noise margin are the fan-in and

fan-out. In fact, the fan-out only affects Vg¡¡, but not Vg¡. If a NOR4 gate (fan-in =

4) drives only an inverter or a NOR gate, the effect of high fan-in on the noise margin

is very slight, which will be demonstrated in 5.4.2.

In general, if Vg¡ is sufficiently low, Vg¡¡ will be high enough to cause a gate

current to flow in the second stage. In the selected GaAs process, the simulations have

shown that when an inverter input voltage, with one fan-out, is higher than 0-35V the

transistor will be able to turn on (see Figure 2-10). As a result, the GaAs device is
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easy to turn on.

The simulation result from Figure 2-4 demonstrates that when driving different

wire lengths, the output high and low voltages are maintained equal, i.e. the noise

margin is not influenced by any AC effect.
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2.4.4 Area

To a large extent, the VLSI area, which is immediaæly related to cost, can be

traded off against production yield. The a¡ea of a gate depends on the transistor size,

normally the pull-down width size, since the pull-up size is usually smaller. However,

if the pull-down width is too small the noise margin will be poor and yield will be

poor as well. Meanwhile, influence of power supply and ground noise should be kept

in mind.

Once the ratio has been fixed, there are several types of design styles in terms of

ring-notationlEsh91] methodology which are easy to structure and improve the relia-

bility of mask layout. Two mask layout styles are illustrated in Figure 2-14.

ouÞut

(a)

output

(b)

FIGURE,2-14. Ttvo styles of DCFL NOR2 in mask layout with the same gate
ratio.
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Figure 2-14 þ) saves about 257o in ar€a compa¡ed with Figure 2-14 (a)- How-

ever, since the metal connected to GND and the source device overlaps active devices

in Figure 2-14 (b), the GND line noise, whose magnitude can easily exceed the signal

voltages, may increase to unacceptable levels. To ensure reliable operation, we use

the mask layout of Figure 2-I4 (a) in the design.

Afær considering the trade-off discussed above, the process parameters are

selecæd as (L/W) = 2.4/2.0 and (L/W) pd = 1.2/10.0, giving F = 10. The

length of the puu-fp'i, expanded from the minimum size of L.2 n 2.4 to obtain a

higher raúo and less power, but at some cost in speed. The measured results of an

inverter show that the worst delay is about 90 pr, the area is 15.8 by 18.9 square pm,

and the average power dissipation is 0.085 mW.

2.5 Summary

The major advantage of GaAs technology is that it has high speed performance, even

though there are some diffrculties in implementations.

In this chapter, the pros and cons of the commonly used gate Íurangements were

considered in terms of design constraints, such a.s power dissipation, noise margin,

speed, and area at the gate level. In Chapter 5, we will use the selecæd gates to imple-

ment the required logic functions, and then simulate the performance of the overall

circuits.

Different t¡ansisûor ratios cause different performance. Three compatible and

ratioed, normally-off classes of logic, DCFL, SDCFL, and SBFL have been opti-

mized, taking into account the effect of process spread, and will be employed in the

present work. To minimize heat generation and cost, the implementation will predom-

inantly use the DCÈ,L logic family. Although logic circuits based on the E/D DCFL

family are simple to design, and effrcient in area and poweç they have low fan-in and

low fan-out capabilities, which affect both speed and noise margin. SDCFL and

SBFL will be used as buffers to improve these capabilities. We can use a low ratio

gate to increase the speed as well. On the other hand, to dcal with the delays caused

by tong connecting lines, the gates of all three logic families can be enlarged in

accordance with the same ratio.
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An inreresting property of the DCFL is that the power dissipation of the logic

gate is independent of logic state or frequency of operation. Once the D-mode param-

eters are fixed, the current on the power supply buses is constant, so the power con-

sumption is constant. The overall power in a chip is approximaæly directly

proportional to the gate count. Much work will be described in later chapters in order

to reduce the number of gates to minimize the power consumption.

The ratio of the pull-up and the pull-down plays a major role in deærmining the

noise margin. Simulation results show that the gate with a high ratio provides a good

noise margin, resistant to the various types of noise: such as (1) process noise (ran-

dom variations of the electrical and geometrical process parameters), (2) static logic

noise (DC voltage drops in the ground and power buses, as well as along interconnect

lines), and (3) dynamic logic noise (from the inductive behaviour of the ground and

power buses as well as the capacitive coupling between interconnection lines). In

addition, the fan-in and fan-out numbers alær the noise margin slightly. To minimize

the effects of noise, the ring notation methodology is used.

Optimum ratio choice will result in minimum delay, low power and high noise

margins. There are two approaches to increase the circuit reliability: expand the pull-

up length, or extend the pull-down width. Both result in a speed reduction.

In order to maintain the pull-up dimensions and extend the width of the pull-

down to improve low noise margin, the area will increase and the speed will reduce.

On the other hand, when shrinking a transistor size (choose small sizes for LOu and

Wno), the gate will occupy a smaller area and the delay will be smaller. However, the

noise margin will be poorer and the power dissipation will be increased.
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Chapter 3 Floating-Point

Fundamentals

Abstractz There ore two difrerent types of realnumber rep-

resentations which are cornnonly used in computer arithme-

tic: faed-point and floartng point. In applicartons requiring

a representation of nutnbers with high precision and a large

ranTe, floatíng-point representation IJ more suitable,

although arithmertc operatiotts can be more dfficult- This

chapter presents some essential floating-point principles as

weII as describing the IEEE 754 Standard Formnts- Moreo-

ver, a floartng-point additiott/subtaction operation proce-

dure, and the architecture of cxponent and mantìssa

processors needed to implemcnt it, ore introduced-

31
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3.1 Floating-Point Principles

In computer arithmetic operation, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and

division, there exists a large number of datatypes that may be represented. At the

same time, one number can be represented in many va¡ious ways in different types of

machines. This section discusses the most common data representations of non-inæ-

gers and the IEEE 754 Standa¡d Formats used in computer arithmetic.

3.1.1 Data Representations

A representation of numbers may be classified as either fixed-point or floating-

point. On many occasions the range of numbers expressed may be very large. For

example, the speed of light is 300,000,000 meter/second (in decimal), which we

generally wriæ Íts 3 x 108 meter/second; the permittivity of free space is

0.0,000,0O0,00O,000, 885 Farad/cm, which can been writæn 8.85x10-14 Faradl

cm.

A ñxed-point is to use integer a¡ithmetic and simply imagine the binary point

somewhere other than just to the right of the least significant digit- Adding two such

numbers can be done with an inæger addition. A floating-point representation, in con-

trast to a fixed-point representation, increases the range of numbers, since it can rep-

resent both very large numbers and very small fracúons tsta93l [Sto80]. If the data is

A, it can be represented by the formula,

A=tfx ¡!e (3-1)

where X is any radix like 2, 8, 10, 16...; f is the fraction or the mantissa; and e is

the exponenL

In the floating-point representation the range is increased considerably over the

fixed-point representaúon. Nevertheless, the expansion in the range may incur a pen-

alty of reduced accuracy. This is because the exponent uses 11 bits in IEEE 754 dou-

ble precision format which could otherwise be used for i¡creased precision, if the

number of bits is fixed. Therefore, there is a trade-off between precision and range

[Pat94]. To solve this problem and provide both a wide range and high accuracy con-
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currently, more bits are sometimes required. Another advantage of a floating-point

computer is its ease of handling a scale factor [Hil173] [Fuj92]. At input, regardless of

floating-point or fixed-point, a scale factor must be assigned to each number to con-

vert it to a fraction. To the number 753, there will be a scale factor of 1000 assigned

and the number will enter the machine as 0.753. A floating-point computer is com-

paratively more complicaæd in hardwa¡e design than a fixed-point one and the execu-

tion of computations may take longer [Man88] because there are two parts, the

exponent and the mantissa to be taken into account. Additional cost is also incurred

tr{ill73l.

Conventionally, an inæger may be expressed by several bytes in computers,

each byte containing 8 bits. The mantissa and the exponent of a floating-point number

can be represented by several binary bytes as well [Bar92] [Mur90]. The most com-

mon integer representations in computer arithmetic are:

. Signed-magnihrde: The sign bit is the leftmost bit and it denoæs the sign of the

number (0, for positive numbers, l, f.or negative numbers). The remaining bits

denote the magnitude of a number. For example: 7 to = (0111), ;

-7 t0 = ( 1111) 2 , with the leftmost bit in the 4 bit binary number being the sign

bit. Notice, however, that the positive value of 0 is not equal to the negative value

of 0. In IEEE 754 Standard Formats, the manússa expression uses this representa-

tion.

. Onets complement: The leftmost bit indicaæs the sign of the number just as in

the signed-magnitude representaúon; 0, is a positive number and 1, is a negaúve

one. If the sign is 0r, the n-bit number can be represented by the binary magni-

tude; if the sign is 1r, the magnitude of the number is equal to the value of the

positive n-bit number obtained by inverting each bit. Generally speakin!, one's

complement in binary notation is implied by changing 1 into 0 and 0 into 1, bit by

bit. For example, if the number is 11001 , its one's complement is 00110 . It is

worth mentioning that, again in one's complement representation, the positive

value of 0 does not have the same representation as the negative value of 0.

. T\ryots complement: Here a positive number has the same representation as the
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corresponding signed-magnitude and one's complementary positive number.

However, the negative binary nvo's complementary number results from comple-

menting the bits and adding l, that is the one's complement operation + 1. The

leftrnost bit in the two's complement representation is simply a sign bir In 4 bit

representation, the number -6ro can be obtained from +61s (0110)2 by inverting

(0110) , , to yield ( 1001) 2, and adding I to finally yield ( 1010) , in two's com-

plement representation. As another example, suppose we want to represent -019 in

two's complement. IVe ñrst take *0r0 = (0000)2, complement the bits (1lll)2
and add 1 to gain (00m),. It is clea¡ that in two's complement -0 and +O have the

same representation. As well the MSB does not represent a sign, so there is no dis-

tinction between the negative number and the positive number in two's comple-

mentary representation. Because of these advantages and the advantage in

implementation of arithmetic, most computers use the two's complement a¡ithme-

tic form. When adding two numbers with different signs, the two numbers can be

added directly, and it is not necessary to consider the subtraction operation in the

design. For convenience, when adding/subtracting two mantissas (or fraction) in

floating-point o¡rerations, we will convert the signed-magninlcle mantissas into

two's complement representation before adding them.

. Bias (Excess-n): A biased number is also called an excess number [Man88]

fBaÐ2).It is ofæn used for an exponent representation in a floaúng-point compu-

ær [Sto80]. If K is a binary number, the excess-n representation is the unsigned

representation of n + K, where n is the bias. The number n + K is called a biased

number. Table 3-1 illustrates the 4-bit excess-3 numbers. ( 1l) , that is decimal 3

represented æ Oto in a biased representation. For an ll-bit exponent in double

precision floating-point format" according to IEEE 754 Sønda¡d, the bias is

(1023)10- Assuming that the real exponent is the minimum exponent

-[rto- 1) = -rc23, its excess-1023 representation is 0. Hence afær adding

the excess number, all exponents become positive. The biased exponent represen-

tation has two significant advantages: one is that the biased numbers are only pos-

itive numbers, consequently it is easier to compare the magnitude of two numbers

without signs. Accordingly, the smallest feasible exponent, which is the most neg-

ative exponent, is zero with a biased representation [Man88].
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Thble &1: 4-bit binary number representation of a decjmal nurnber.
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3.1.2 IEEE 754 Standard Formats

The above subsection has described common number representations in compu-

ter arithmeúc. In practical applications, a floating-point number may be expressed in

many forms. For example the decimal number 3-2, can be represented as
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0.0032x10' , 0.032*1 02 , 32x10-t , 320rI0-2 andin other forms. These are called

non-normalized numbers. Normalized numbers require the decimal point of the float-

ing-point number to have a fixed position, that is the decimal point is to the left of the

most significant digit. In this case, the fraction satisfies: I > F > | / X , where X is a

radix. In this example, the number 3.2 n normalized form is then represented by

0.32x101 . It can be seen that the fraction must be between 0.1 and 1. If numbers are

smaller than the smallest normalized number, then we call these numbers denormal-

ized numbers. The notation of binary normalized number is different from the deci-

mal. In a binary representation, the form of the normalized numbers is

I.xxxxxxxxrr2"" (3-2)

Also, more than twenty years ago, many computer manufacturers had their own

format in a floating-point computer, such as in the CDC CYBER 170 which used a

60-bit word consisting of a 48-bit mantissa, an ll-bit exponent (bias is 1024),2 as

base and a bit sign of the mantissa. In the IBM Corporation System/370, the 32-bit

single precision floating-point number had a 2Lbit mantissa, a hase of 16, a7-bit

exponent (excess-1024) and a one bit mantissa sign and so forth [Tan90] [Bar92].

In order to unify the various representåtions and forms of floating-point com-

puters, the IEEE published '"The IEEE 754 Standard Formats" in 1985 [IEEE754]

lstag3l tPap4l. In these documents a3}-bitsingle-precision and a 64-bit double-pre-

cision are standardîznd. Figure 3-l shows these standa¡d formats: they are an 8-bit

exponenr (single precision) and an ll-bit exponent (double precision) with the biased

representation; 2 is the exponent base which is implied; a23-bit mantissa and a 52-bit

mantissa; the most significant bit is the sign bit of the mantissa, if MSB = 0, the

mantissa is positive; if MSB = I , the mantissa will be negative. In the IEEE 7 54 fot-

mats, the mantissas are expressed in signed-magnitude. There is a hidden bit at the

leftmost posiúon of the real mantissa, this bit is always I and is implicit.

Excess- 1023 is used as a bias in the double precision floating-point exponent

freld [Man88] tPat94l. The real exponent range is from -I022rc (minimum exponent)

through to +102310 (maximum exponent). Consequently, the biased exponent range is

| <e <2046- Normally e = E + 1023, where E is the actualexponentvalue.
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1 bit 8 bits

0 or I excess-l27

t7

of mantissa

fractionhidden bit

(a)

(b)

z¡ [it"

bit
sign of mantissa
fraction

I bir

or I excess-

bits

FIGURE 3-1. IEEE floating-point formats. (a) single precision. (b) double
precision.

[¡t us consider four special cases of this representation:

l.If e = 2O47 and f = 0 , the number denotes plus or minus infiniry. The sign bit

indicates whether number is positive or negative.

2.If e = 2047 and f +0, the representation is called NaN (not a number) and it is

without any sign.

3- 11 e = 0 and f = 0, the number is plus zero or minus zero, depending upon the

sign.

4-If e = 0, and f +O, the number is a denormalized number which is less than the

minimum normaüzed value in IEEE formats. Table 3-2 shows the numerical char-

acteristics of the IEEE floating-point numbers.

We have described before that the hidden bit is implied as being 1 inserted left-

slgn exponent mantissa

slgn exponent mantlssa
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most of the mantissa. Therefore, the real range of the mantissa is from I to 2 (exclud-

ing 2). The hidden bit expands the one bit mantissas precision [Sta93] [Sto80], but

Table $2: The numerical characteristics of the IEEE floating-point-

approx. lO-3'1approx. 10a5S mallest, denormalized

approx. 10-308 go 19+308approx. lo-38 to 19+38Decimal range

approx. 2+to?Aapprox. 2+128Largest, normalized

2-t0222-126Smallest, normalized

-1022 to +1023-126 to +127Exponent range

Excess 1023Excess 127Exponent system

6432Bits, total

5223Bits in fraction

1l8Bits in exponent

IIBits in sign

Double pnecisionSingle precisionItem

this bit does not occupy a position in the computer arithmetic operation. Since the

leading bit of the fractional mantissa is always 1 for a normalized number, there is no

need to store it in the comput€r [Cle85].

A double precision mantissa number is represented in 52-bits in the computer.

However, arithmetic must be performed in at least 53 bits to include the hidden bit.

Table 3-3 shows some examples of mantissa to decimal conversion.

Table $3: Fraction field values and the comeslrcnding significant examples.

1.0010(n 00m 0

t.251010 0010 0

1.501100 0100 0

IÞcimal EquivalentSignificand (1.f)Fraction (f)

In significand, the hidden bit is represented. When adding/subtracting two num-
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bers, if the numbers Íue represented in a normalized form, the result can have greater

accuracy [Sto80]. The following decimal example illust¡ates the advantage of nor-

malization in the addition of two 6-digit floating-point numbers:

Un-normalized: 0.000500x100 and 0.000030x10-2 , in adding these numbers,

first of all we align the number with the smaller exponent and then add them:

0.0m500 x l0o

-t{.00ün0 x l0o

0.000500 x 100

Normalized: In order to normalize a number, the first fractional position must

be a nonzero digit like 0.500000x10-3 and 0.3000ü)xl0{. Assuming that we are

to add the two data, first normalize, then align the numbers and add them:

0.500000 x 10 3

+0.000300 x 10-3

0.500300 x 10 3

To compare the un-normalized case with the normalized one, the result of add-

ing the two normalized numbers has more significant digits. There are other advan-

tages in using normalized numbers: it simplifies exchange of data that includes

floating-point numbers, and it simplifies floating-point arithmetic algorithms which

can assume that numbers will always be in this forrnat. The following expression

gives the value of a binary number from a double precision repres€ntation,

where s is the sign (0 or 1),

f is the fraction, that is a 52-bit mantissa, the range is 0 </< 1,

(-t')x (t' n rz1 = (-t')x (1. f) x2'-1023 (3-3)
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E is the real exponent, and

e is the biased exponent, e = E + 1023

3.2 Descriptions of An Architecture for Addition/
Subtraction

We have described how data is represented in floating-point compuærs. Now we shall

discuss the fl oating-point number addition/subtraction procedure.

3.2.1 Additions/Subtraction Arithmetic Operation Principles

In floating-point arithmetic, addition and subtraction a¡e more complex than

multiplication and division tsta93l. Unlike a fixed-point addition/subtraction, a float-

ing-point addition/subtraction must consider both the exponent part and the mantissa

part. Not only does a floating-point addition/subtraction treat the exponent and the

mantissa separatelf like in a floating-point multiplicaúon and division, but also the

exponent difference of a floating-point addition/subtraction influences the mantissa

addition.

Assume that it is required to add or subt¡act two decimal floating-point data

A = 548 x 101 , and B = 427x10-' by h*d. The mantissas of A and B, quite

clearly can not be added/subtracæd immediaæly because of the different exponents.

If adding/subtracting them, the first thing to do is to make their exponents equal. The

difference between these two exponents is I - (-2) = 3 ' Thus the B mantissa with

the smaller exponent must first be shifæd by 3 bits from right to left to make the expo-

nents be equal, then they a¡e added, as: 548x101 + 0.427x101 = 548.427x101 .

Notice that in order to make the exponents equal, the mantissa having the

smaller exponent is always shifterJ tCleS5l tStag3l [Pat94]', as shifting the mantissa

with the larger exponent causes significant digits to be lost from the shifæd number.

For example, there are two data with a 6 bit mantissa, C = 0.101010x21 and

D = 0.101010 x2-2. If adding them, we shift C having the larger exponent 3 bits

from right to left, afær shifting to equalize D's exponent, C = 101.101000 x2-2 .

Unless we allocate more bits to the representation of C, C would become

0.101000 x2-2 , and the highest 3 bits are lost. In shifting D with the smaller expo-
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nent 3 bits from left to right, D is converted to 0.000101 . The lowest 3 bits will be

lost. The mantissa having the smaller exponent is shifted to the right thus increasing

the exponent to that of the other number. This results in a minimum loss of precision

since only the least significant bia of the mantissa of one of the operand are lost. If

the mantissa of the higher exponent is shifæd left to decrease it to the value of the

other number, the leftmost bits of this number may be lost, resulting in error.

To achieve addition/subtraction arithmeúc, there a¡e five essential algorithm

sreps [Pat94] to follow:

. compÍìre the exponents;

.align the mantissas;

.add or subtract the mantissas;

.normalize the result; and

.round-off the result.

The flow chart for binary floating-point addition/subtraction is shown in Figure

3-2. Steps 1 and 2 abign the mantissa.s to provide a proper set up for step 3 for the

addition/subtraction of the mantissas. Afær the fourth step normalization occurs, and

the exponent must be æsæd to see whether overflow (the value of a result is too large

in relation to the representable range) or underflow (the computational result is less

than the small value of the range) occurs or not. Once overflow or underflow occurs,

the procedure will be intemrPæd.

The mantissas result may not be non-representable because of the finiæ number

of bits. Rounding and truncation a¡e two methods for handling the pre,cision problem

[Goo89]. For simplicity, truncation can be accepted. As a result, the rounding method

is a compound of three truncaúon conditions. The precision is increased by the round-

ing method [Goo89], therefore, this method is preferred in the design. With three

extra bits of precision two bits are used for ensuring correct rounding and one bit is

called the sticþ bir which is the least signifrcant bit [Bur94] [Zyn88]. These extra 3

bits are generally located in the lowest position. The further details can be referred to

Zyner thesis [Zyn88] and Burgess lecture noæ [Bur94]-

t
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3.2.2 Mapping Into Hardware

In terms of the floating-point adder/subtractor algorithm, from circuit consider-

ation point of view, a subtractor can perform the comparison between two ll-bit

exponents. Afær obtaining the difference, two logic circuits would be required to

check if the difference is larger t¡an lS6l. Once an overflow occurs, the alignment

shifær sets the mantissa to 0. If there is no overflow, the 55-bit (or 56-bit) shifær

aligns the exponents. A 56-bit addition can add the two mantissas. The function of

normalizing the mantissa result into the standard format, will be compleæd by a prior-

ity deæctor, encoder and normalization shifær. An ll-bit incrementer and an ll-bit

decrementer (or ll-bit subtractor) are used to adjust the exponent result in terms of

the different normalized mantissa results. It is necessary to check for exponent over-

flow after incrementing the larger exponent, and for exponent underflow afær sub-

tracting from the larger exponent. The output exponent can be selected by a 3:l

MIIX. Figure 3-3 is the block diagram of the process. More detailed logic circuit

11 bits

55 bit 2 bis

RE

RM

Subtractor
¡wrmalization

Normalizaúon
(deteclot; encoder

Incrementer
3:1

MUX

The larger Exp

Logic
check

lbit

6 bits

Exponent subtractor

FIGURE 3-3. A block diagram of the addition/subtractor process.
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designs will be presented in the next chapter.

To deal with the procedure in terms of the flow chart, we can divide the proce-

dure into two parts: the exponent portion and the mantissa portion-

3.2.3 Exponent Portion Architecture

The algorithm of the addition/subuaction process has been presented in the pre-

vious subsection. A block diagram illustrating the exponent datapath is shown in Fig-

ure 3-4. There a¡e several sûeps to perform in the exponent portion:

. Compare the exponenfs. The biased exponents are positive numbers. Hence, the

difference between the two numbers is the difference between the two exponents.

An l1 bit subtractor is employed to compare the two exponents.

Mantissa
select line

Normalized
result

t'wo bits

Alignment shifær Set

mantissa "0"
Inæmrpt Output exponent

Check 3:1
MIIX

logic
Check2:I

MUX
I

Incrementer
or subEactor

Inverter+l

I

11-bit subtractor2:l
MUX

Exponent B
(B

Exponent A
(AÐ

FIGURE 3-4. A block diagram of an exponent datapath.
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. Shilt the mnntissa of the number having the sm.aller exponent to right. Depending

on the exponents, ¿tssume the exponent of A is AB and the exponent of B is BE, if
A o- B t> 0, the B mantissa will be shifæd right; if A E - B t.0, the A mantissa

needs shifting right. The two cases can be distinguished by examining the carry

out of the I lth bit of the subtractor.

. Determine how møny bits need shifiing. þø-Bnl denotes how many bits the

mantissa associated with the smaller exponent is shifæd. If the carry out of the

l lth-bit of the subtractor is 02, the result of the exponent difference is the number

by which the B mantissa needs shifting. If the llth-bit carry of the subtractor is

12, the result of the exponent difference must be converted into a signed-magni-

tude number by an ll-bit inverter and an incrementer. This signed-magnitude

number is the number of bits by which the A mantissa must be shifæd.

. Check the maximumnumber bits to be shifted. Since there a¡e 53 mantissa bits and

considering that rounding of the normalized result mantissa (precision) adds an

extra 3-bits, the maximum shifted number, which is the difference between the

two exponents becomes 56 bits. If the number of bits to be shifæd is greaær than

or equal to 56, the shifæd mantissa value is all0, the mantissa result will be equal

to the value that has the larger exponent. Afær subtracting the two ll-bit expo-

nents, the maximum number of bits to be shifæd is 56, that is 00000111000 in

binary notation. Two situations in checking maximum numbers may happen'

Assuming AE- B E> 0 , if the ll-bit exponent result is greater than

(m000111m0)2, then the value of the mantissa having the smaller exponent will

become all 0. If An-Bø<0, the result may be less than (111110010ü)), or

(-56) 10, in which case the mantissa having the smaller exponent is all 0 afær

shifting. In ha¡dware implementation, once þr - ntlr 56 is verified, the man-

tissa with the smaller exponent is set all to 0 immediately.

. Increment or subtact the exponent after normalization. Since the smaller expo-

nent has to match the larger exponent, the larger exponent between Ag and Bg is

selected as the output exponent. In fact, there are two other cases for considera-

tion. After adding/subtracting the mantissas, the result of the mantissa must be

normalized. Since the tn¡e mantissa range is from I to 2, after adding two mantis-
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sas, the range of the mantissa of the result will be from 2 to 4, when the two man-

tissas have the same signs. If the result equals 4, the carry bit of the most

significant bit of the mantissa result will be I and overflow occurs. Then the man-

tissa result must be shifæd once to the right making the hidden bit l, and the larger

exponent must have 1 added to it. When the two mantissas have different signs,

the result may be less than 1. To comply with the IEEE Standard Format, the

result must be shifted from right to left until the hidden bit is l. The worst case

occurs when only the lowest bit of the result is 1, in which case, the result must be

shifæd by 56 bits from right to left. Meanwhile, the larger exponent will be

reduced by 56. As may be seen from this, if there are n (n < 56 ) leading zero bits

in the result's mantissa from left to right, we need to shift n + I bits to make the

hidden bit 1. After shifting n + 1 bits to the left, n + I is then subtracted from the

larger exponent.

. Check underflow, overflow- Through adjusting the exponent, during normalization,

an underflow or overflow may be produced. If this occurs, then the procedure will

be inæmrpted. For example, the occurrence of underflow could be signalled and

the underflow could be translaæd into aTr,ro value.

. Choose one of the exponents as output. Once there is no underflow, overflow or

infinity, the output exponent witl be the larger exponent of the two input expo-

nents, afær incrementing the exponent, or subtracting n + 1 bits (n is the shifæd

left numbers). At this point, a 3:1 selector will be adopæd to determine the output

exponent. Role of 3:1 MUX will be described laær.

3.2.4 Mantissa Portion Architecture

The remaining pzut of floating-point addition/subtraction is the mantissa por-

tion. Its architecture is illustrated in Figure 3-5. After comparing the exponents,

depending on the value of the carry, we can deal with the part of mantissas as follows:

. Select the mnntissa that needs shifting.ß At- Bu is greater than 0, At is greatcr

than Br, then B, must be shifted. In contrast when BnrAø, AM will be

shifted right. The first stage two 2: I multiplexers in Figure 3-4 are used to select

which mantissa needs shifting, and the select line is controlled by the carry.
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. ShtTt the mantissa having the smnller exponent by n bits. The difference bit

between the exponens is given by the least 6 bits of the result of subtracting the

two 1l-bit exponents, since the maximum number of bits to shift is 56, which is

less than 26. Kno*ing the exponent difference, the mantissa with the smaller

exponenr shifts n bits (< 56) is shifæd in order to align with the mantissa having

the larger exponent, using the alignment shifær. If the number of bits to be shifted

is greaær than or equal to lS0l , the shifæd mantissa is set all 0 in the alignment

shifær.

. Convert A and B mantissas into two's complemznt representation. When adding

the mantissas, there are two possibilities: one is that the signs of mantissas are the

same, in which case the signed-magnitude mantissas can be added immediately;

the other is that AM't sign is opposiæ to Br's. Forconvenience, the mantissa

with a negative sign is converted into two's complement representation. The two

multiplexers are able to choose the negative mantissa value-

. Add the mantissas. Regardless of the representations of the mantissas, the chosen

mantissas are added directly with fixcd-point operands. Nevertheless, to deter-

mine the result of the exponent output, a 57-bit addition including a 52-bit man-

ússa, three extra bits of precision in the LSB and two extra bits of judgment in the

MSB. r¡y'e can use the carries of the 2 most significant bits to judge the exponent

output. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt a 56-bit addition.

. Choose the result and the sign of the output mnntissa. There are two cases when

comparing the signs of mantissas: (1) the two mantissas have the same sign, and

the result becomes the sum of the two mantissas (in signed-magnitude form) and

its sign is the same as the sign of mantissas; (2) in the othpr case, when the mantis-

sas have different signs, the result has two possibilities: (a) the negative mantissa

value is greater than the positive one, the result is negative expressed in two's

complement form which requires converting into a signed-magitude form, and the

sign is negative; (b) the positive value is greater than the negative one, then the

result is the current representation of the output value, and the sign is 0. A 2:1

MUX, therefore, enables us to select the conect output mantissa.

. Normnlize the mantissa result. After adding two mantissas, not only is the result in
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signed-magnitude form, but it must also satisfy the IEEE 754 standa¡d form- It is

worth noticing that once overflow occurs, the mantissa result must be shifted to

the right once, and concurrently, the larger of the two exponents is incremenæd- If

no overflow occurs, but the hidden bit is 0, the mantissa result shifts from right

until the hidden bit is 1. For these reasons, a normalized shifter Qeft shifær), a pri-

ority detector and an encoder are required to accomplish a shift of up to n + I bits

and detect the position of the first significant bit from the left which is l, and

detennine how many bits need to be subtracted from the output exponent.

. Adjust the result of the exponent.If the mantissa results in overflow, the result

shifts right one bit and the exponent portion is incremented; if the result shifts n

bits left to make the hidden bit be I, n + I is subtracted from the exponent por-

tion. Hence, there exist three possible results for the output exponent. To achieve

the correct result, the carries of the leftmost two bits of the mantissa results are

used to choose one of the results as the final exponent in 3:IMUX.

. Round the result. According to the IEEE 754 double-precision standard formats,

thc mantissa is fixed at 52-bits. Therefore, a 56-bit mantissa result must be

rounded off. Much research has been reported in this aspect [Zyn88] [Bur94]. Due

to time limitation, the rounding togic part is not designed, then we only leave the

52 leftmost bits as the manússa result.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, some number representations and essential floating-point concepts

have been introduced. There are several ways to represent a number in an a¡ithmetic

operation. As described in Chapær 1, we require a clouble precision floating-point

adder/subtractor for the Solid Modelling accelerator-

The algorithms for addition and subtractor have been described and an a¡chitec-

ture for processing the exponent and the mantissa sections have been developed. To

realize the archiæcture and principles, the relevant digital logic circuits are consid-

ered in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4Logic Circuit Design

Methodologies

Abstractz This clupter dcscribes the construcrton of afast

shífur and a truIti-bit nanlÍssa addílbn, a rapid ll-bit
exponent subtactor and prbrþ detcctor and encodcr for

flo atin g - point add,ition/s ubtaction. We de s crib e the re aliza-

tion of these circuits in GaAs considering trade-offs between

power dissiparton, are(r, speed and so forth.
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4.1 Introduction

In the first two chapters, we explained the aim of the project and introduced GaAs

technology. The proceeding chapter presented an addition/subtraction algorithm. In

3.2.2, we mentioned the circuit considerations of the algorithm functions of the adder/

subtractor.

This chapter aims to deal with some high performance and optimum digital cir-

cuit design strategies to compleæ the exponent and mantissa architecture in hardware

using GaAs technology.

4.1.1 Overview

Because of the need to align mantissas and normalize mantissa, floating-point

addition and subtraction operations are very complex and slow. In order to achieve

high-speed operation, it is not enough to simply use a fast GaAs technology. The diffi-

culties of logic implementation in GaAs mean that it is necessary to develop the a¡chi-

tecture and implementation of the adder/subtractor with the limitations of GaAs in

mind.

As witl be seen later, the speed of the mantissa shifter and mantissa adder are

the major factors which determine the speed and the a¡ea of the addition/subtraction

procedure [8fu90], therefore, a rapid 55 (56)-bit shifær and a mantissa addition should

be designed for optimum speed. Moreover, a prioriry detuctor in normalization affects

the processing speed significantly. On the other hand, the remaining circuits such as

exponent comparison subtractor, incrernenter and encoder are less critical. In this

chapter, we focus on the selection of fast, opúmal and appropriaæ ci¡cuits for each

part of the adder.

4.1.2 Integer Addition

Addition is the most basic arithmetic operation in computers. All arithmetic

data operations within a computer utilize the adder as the central computational ele-

ment. Its computation time influences processor speed directly. Here we will describe

and compare some combinational adder circuits, including ripple carry, carry look-

ahead, conditional sum, corry skip, and carry select adders [Hwa79] [Was82]
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lHen90l.

A ripple carry ßC) adder is the simplest and slowest adder. It provides the most

compact and simplest layout design, but it has a long delay [Hil78] [Ras86]. A carry

look-ahead (CLA) adder is the fasæst and also the most complex adder. A practical

problem of a carry-look ahead adder is that the layout of the adder is rather irregular

and the area usage is inefficient [Nga86]. Although a carry look-ahead adder is the

fasæst available [Hen9O], due to fan-in and fan-out limitations in GaAs, the transistor

counts are high, and the connection wires are long and complicated. Thus, as the

number of bits increases, the VLSI area increases, the effort for layout rises, and

undesirable delays may occur tMil86l. Usually, CLA adders are used in small sizes.

The speed of carry propagation determines the addition calculation speed. In

other words, a fast addition requires rapid carry propagation. Between a simple ripple

carry and a fast carry look-ahead adder, carry-skip and carry-select adders have been

applied widely for a mult-bit addition. Babbage invented carry-skip adders in the

1800's. Kantabuta [Kan931] [Kan932) has reported one-level carry-skip adders and

two-level carry-skip adders respectively for accelerating carry propagation in prac-

tice. A number of examples are presented, which demonst¡ate that the carry-skip

adders are fast" occupy small layout area, and have low power dissipation in CMOS

technology [Kan931]. Nevertheless, a carry-skip adder is 307os lower than a carry-

select adder for the same numbers of bits [Tya90]. In spiæ of this, the carry-select

adder occupies an area that is almost twice as large as that of the ripple carry adder,

and35Vo larger than that of a carry-skip adder in CMOS environment [Tya90].

The conditional sum adder was proposed in 1960 by Sklansky tskl60l as a new

way to increase carry propagation, and Winograd verified that it is the fastest adder

among all adders [Was82] except CLA adder. Due to ils'inegularity, and complex

interconnections, it may use a considerable chip area with GaAs. Therefore, it is sel-

dom used in practical applications [Unw93].

In the 80's, Ling's adder [Lin81] tWasS2l andbinary carry look-ahead (BCLA)

adder [Bre82] improved both regularity and speed. These improvements have brought

significant performance gains in CMOS technology [Qua92] [Bec88]. Considering

the low fan-in and fan-out requirements, an increasingly popular way to perform fast
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carry propagation is to use the binary carry look-ahead adder in GaAs technology

[Bus91]. The carry propagation of the BCLA adder is based on parallel computations.

It is similar to the CLA adder in carry propagation, but the BCLA adder has a much

improved regularity and diminished a¡ea. Of course, it is slower than the CLA adder.

Recently, more and more research is being done on using different number rep-

resentations to speed up the arithmetic operations by reducin g carry propagation, such

as redundant fHwaTgl tsrig2l lLyng2l and residu¿ number representation [Lu92].

These have only been reported in fixed-point arithmetic operations in CMOS and the

algorithms are relatively complicated.

Among multi-stage sub-adders, Hwang introduced a group carry generation

method to connect them efficiently for accelerating addition [Kwa79]. This partition

of group carry generation is the same as a. carry generation in carry look-ahead adder,

so that its propagation is rapid, however, its layout is irregular. Fujii and Ide provided

new ideas to improve group carry generation regularity in carry select adder design

individually n 1992 and 1993 respectivel¡ but these new methods are only efficient

in CMOS technology [Fuj92] [Ide93].

The fastest adder in silicon may not be the fastest in GaAs, and also it may not

be feasible in GaAs implementation. We should choose a suitable adder for the word

length required [Mil88].

The selection of an adder always depends on the chips specifications: area,

speed and power. In general, these specifications have trade-offs in design. There are

many trade-offs in adder design using GaAs æchnology [Car93], which are clearly

different with in CMOS. The addition/subtraction of mantissas is performed exactly

as with integer operands [War82]. Historically, in order to minimize the delay through

the critical path -- carry-in to sum out, a combined adder consisting of a ripple carry

adder and the carry select adder is popular in GaAs adder design [Ras86] tMil88].

That is due mainly to regularity. A typicat carry select adder breaks up the n bits into

several sub-adders. Commonly, each sub-adder section consists of ripple carry adders

[Hwa79] [Hen90] in duplicate, one of which assumes carry-in 0, while the other

assumes carry-in 1. The sum is determined by the previous sub-adder carry. Obvi-

ously, the carry select adder takes almost twice the hardware in design, so reducing
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the area in a carry select adder application is important [Tya90]. Moreover, a speed is

the most important objective in this design, consequently, we replace the RC adders

with BCLA adders for both the 11-bit subtractor and the mantissa adder.

For regularity and convenience, we employ a simplified carry generation for

propagating select signals in the combined adder, although this propagation is not fast

enough. It will be discussed in the mantissa adder subsection.

4.1.3 Shifter

For high speed variable shifters, the barrel shifter is an appropriate choice

[Ide93] tFuj92l. In this design, two full barrel shifærs are used, one to make the expo-

nents equal and the other to normalize the mantissa. The disadvantage of barrel shifter

is that they usually occupy a large area and use a large number of transistors which

results in high power dissipation. As a result, it is necessary to minimize the transistor

count in design and implementation.

In the normalization subsection, the combinational logic circuits of a priority

detector and an encoder will be discussed in detail. Finally, the rounding of the nor-

malized result mantissa will be presented briefly at the end of this section.

4.2 Exponent Structure

The major hardware structures in the exponent portion are the 1l-bit subtractors and

the incrementer. We also describe the overflow check logic circuits and the 3:1 MUX

selector logic function.

4.2.1 ll-bit Subtractor

Two ll-bit subtractors can be used to simultaneously evaluate IAU-Btl
tJiig2l [Kat90] to accelerate this operation, even though it uses additional space. The

result of the two operations AU-BU and Bø-An can be selected by the carry of

An-Bn. If the carry is 0, the Af,-BO value is selected as the exponent result

(Rr) ,if the carry is l, R, - BE-An.Re canbe selected by a2:1 MUX as shown

in Figure 4-1 (a).

Figure 4- I (b) represents a different architecture of which occupies less area of
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FIGURE ¿l-1. The block diagrams of an ll-bit subtractor.

Figure 4-1 (a). The subt¡actor calculates A" -88.fr Aøu BE, then R, is the real

exponent difference; lf A E. B E , R" will be represented in t$,o's complement repre-

sentation. Consequently, we must conveft R¿ into magnitude form. Actually, the con-

version has to be performed only on the lowest 6 bits of R" as the maximum number

of bits which can be shifæd is (56). For this purpose, 6 inverters and a 6-bit incre-

menter are required. Although Figure 4-1 (b) saves area, transistor count and power

dissipation, its operation is slower and its design is more complex than that in Figure

4-l (a). In order to reduce area, Figure 4-1 (b) is used in our design.

A subtractor can be designed from an adder [Man88] [t ew83]. One of the oper-

ands is complemented, and the carry-in is set to 1. That is .4" - B E , can be calculated

æ Ar + B, + I . Figure 4-2 is a diagram of an n-bit subtractor.

For high speed operation, a hybrid adder design may be a bener choice to adopt

than a single adder. The specified examples lead to two different types of hybrid

adders in Figures 4-3, and 4-4, which are a combination of a CLA adder and a RC

adder, a combined adder of RC adder and CLA adder [Hen90], respectively.

A 6-bit 2: I MLIX

A 6-bit 2:1 MUX

6-bit

6 Inverters

Subtrac
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FIGURE 4-2. A n-bit subtractor constructed from an adder.

As-ro Bs-ro Acs Bo-s A¡-S B¡-S A¡¿ Boz

c Cin= I

Ss-ro 5 2

FIGURE 4-3. An ll-bit combined subtractor of CLA adder and RC adder.

Since fan-in and fan-out limitations exist in GaAs æchnology, the CLA adder is

difficult to implement for more than 3 bits. Because of that, a 3-bit CLA adder is

regarded as the largest feasible CLA in this process sub-adder. However, the carry

propagation among these sub-adders uses ripple carry propagation connections, so

that the carry propagation takes a long time. Figure 4-4 represents another hybrid

adder, which is too complex to implement in layout easily. On the other hand, due to

interconnection complexity, its speed may not be fast enough [Hen90].

Not only for speed, but also for placement and regularity, a ne\ry hybrid adder

ICin

Sssn

Full adder Full adder

2-bit CLA 3-bir CLA3-bit CLA3-bir CLA
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FIGURE +4. An ll-bit combined subtractor of RC adder and CLA adder.

As-ro Bs-ro As-ro Bs-to Ao¿ Bo¿

=Q Cin=1

Ss-ro So¿

FIGURE,4-5. An ll-bit combined subtractor of BCLA adder and carry select

adder.

consisting of BCLA adders and a carry select adder is developed for a long length

addition. For convenience, we give an ll-bit subtractor combined by BCLA and carry

C I

l-evel two carry generation
A Y/

Level one carry generation

4-bir Rc3-bit RC 4-bir RC

2:1MIIX

6-bir BCLA 6-bit BCLA 5-bit BCLA
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select adder as an example. We divide the ll-bit subtractor into two segments ¿ts

shown in Figure 4-5. The 6 most significant bits are simultaneously subtracted in two

separated BCLA adders, one with C = 0, and the other with C = I. At the same

time, the 5 least significant bits are subtracted and provide the carry to select one of

the two 6 MSB BCLA adders' sums as output using a 2:l MÍJX. The operational

result økes approximately a 6-bit BCLA adder delay plus a 2:l MUX delay.

A complete structure of the 6-bit BCLA adder is shown in Figure 4-6. A struc-

Generator Block

S5

B

A S3

IA
B1

co

Ps Gs sum

Po Go sum

Pr Gr sum

PzGz sum

P¡ G¡ sum

P¿ G¿ sum

P¡ = A¡@ B¡

G¡ = Ai'B¡

lyrecondition

4
B¡

cel

o¿,7:è;',
Prrlâ,-,

P¡-t = P¡'P¡-z

G¡_r = (P,'Gr-r) +G,

blnck cell

P¡-t = P¡

G¡-t = (P,'Gt-r) +G,

half blnck cell

Gi_,

år¡=
Gi-r

Pi
Gi

Pi-r

Gi-r

P¡-t = P¡

G¡-t = G¡

white cell

Ji
P¡-Ð.'t

Gr+ P,.Cr_,

S. = P.O C.La,

sum cell

si
Ë'

I

FIGURE 4-6. A btock diagram of a 6-bit BCLA adder structure.
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ture of the 5-bit BCLA is analogous to that in Figure 4-6, using 5 rather than 6 bits. A

6-bit BCLA adder only needs 4 carry generator blocks. It can be seen easily that as the

odd bits use less area than the even bits, the free a¡ea can be exploited for placing the

2:l MUX. The details will be explained in the next chapter.

Assuming that the inputs are A., B r(i = 0. ..5) and Co , the outputs of the pre-

conditioncellsare P¡ = A¡(EBt and Gi=AinBi ,andtheoutputsof thesumcell

* C¡= Gi*P¡'C¡_t and,S, = Pi@C..T]l,e whiæcell,theblackcell,andthe

half black cell a¡e carry generator cells whose expressions are presented in Figure 4-6.

Where P¡,P¡_L,Pi_2,Gi,G¡_, and Gr_, are the propagate signals from the

precondition cells to generate the sum output, also P, _ , and G, _ t a¡e the current

output through carry generator cells; and the P 
¡ _z and G, _z úe from the previous

stage.

The logic for the above cells can be implemented with inverærs and NOR gaæs

as shown in Figure 4-7, so all cells can be readily implemented in GaAs DCFL as

described in the next chapter.

The BCLÂ adder for the top 6 bits is duplicaæd to deal with the two cases in

which the carry-in is 0 and 1, in the carry select adder shown in Figure 4-5. The pre-

condiúon cell in the two cases can be sha¡ed, and part of the black cell can be shared,

but the rest of the cells must be separated for each adder. This is because when the

carry is 0, the G1 is different from when the carry is l. In other words, the half black

and the sum cell must have two separate parts. The two black cells can share the part

P ,+ P r_ 2 so that an inverter and a NOR gate are saved.

4.2.2 Overflow Check-Logic Circuits

After subtracting the two exponents, RB must be checked to see whether it is

greater than 56 or not. Two related check-logic circuits are shown in Figure 4-8,

where Er, isthe ith bit of the ll-bit subtractor result (,1 = 0...10), Crro is the

carry-out of the ll-bit substractor. Figure 4-8 (a) is to check whether the At-Bt
result is greater than 56. If one of the flve most significant bits is 1 or if bits 5, 4,3 are

all 1, then there is an overflow so that F, is high. Figure 4-8 (b) is to detect whether

the A, - B, result is less than -56. The F in Figure 4-8 (c) is a symbol to judge the
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Pi-z
Pi

G¡-z

Preconditíon cell (shared part)

Pr-r

Gi

Þ,

Gi-1(when Co= 0)

Gi-l (when Co = I )

si

Gi

Gi'

Gr-,

Pi

c,-

Black cells (shared some part)

Er i-l

Gt-t

HaIf black cell (needed nuo parts)

Sum ceII (needed two parts)

FIGURE 4-7. The logic circuit schematics of the cells in BCLA adder.
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FIGURE ¿t-8. Check logic circuits in GaAs environmenl
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occurrence of an overflow. If F = 1, thatmeans lor-rrl is greaterthan 1561, then

the mantissa having the smaller exponent will all be set to 0 so that the result of add-

ing the mantissas is equal to the mantissa value with the larger exponent. This func-

tion will be performed in the shifær subsection. For saving the a¡ea relatively to

achieve the same function, if a NOR driving only one inverter in DCFL can be real-

izedby a SDCFL OR gaæ shown in Figurc 4-8 (a).

4.23 Incrementer

Referring to Figure 4-1 (b), a 6-bit incrementer is required to find the two's

complementof R" when Ag-Bn<0.\rl/ealsorequirean ll-bitincrementerfornor-

malization.

To produce an incrementer, the adder circuit may be simplified into an EXCLU-

SIVE OR to obtain the result of the incrementer and AND gates to propagate the carry

[Lew83], as shown in Figure 4-9 (a), in which an iærative structure is applied to n bits

A2 Al

T

B2

(a)

(b)

I Bo

Ti+r

Ai*

Ai Bi*t

I

þ

rl
!J

FIGURE 4-9. N-bit incrementer logic diagram.
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of arbitrary length. Figure 4-9 (b) shows the logic of the XOR and the AND gate.

When adding 1 to the rightmost bit, the LSB of a number will change to the opposiæ

state. If LSB = 1, the bit is changed to 0 and there is acarry; if LSB = 0, it is converted

into 1.

Noæ that because of the linked chain of AND gates, the value of the nth bitis

available afær @ - 1) AND gates plus one XOR delay. For large n, this may be unac-

ceptable. A fasær carry circuit can be used at the expense of circuit complexity in this

case. However, in some situations, the incrementing operation has to wait for another

operation, in which case the incrementer in Figure 4-9 is sufficient. This is the case for

A5 A4 A3 A2 Al Ao

B2B5 Ba B3 B1 Bo

FIGURE 4-10. A 6-bit incrementer with carry propagation form of CLA

adder.

the 11 bit incrementer because the operation time should match the speed of the

adjusted exponent 11-bit subtractor. There Íìre some advantages in accelerating the 6-

bit incrementer by using the carry propagation method of a carry look-ahead adder.

The logic diagram is shown in Figure 4-10. We can see that the 5th bit AND gate has

five fan-ins and each bit slice is irregular, so that it is suitable for only a nanow incre-

I
t

,

I

menter.
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When adding two mantissas, if the signs are different, by convention, the man-

tissa with the minus sign is converted into two's complement form and then added to

the other mantissa. This conversion requires 52 inverters and a 52-bit incrementer.

Alærnatively, a 52-bít two 's complementer shown in Figure 4-ll can be used- This

An A2

Tt

Bn B1 Bo

A

B2

(a)

Tl

BlAl

tu

(b)

FIGURE 4-11. An N-bit two's complementâry logic diagram.

two's complementer takes approximately 52 OR gates' delay plus one XOR delay,

thus it may take a lot of time. The operation, however, is not critical. This is because it

must wait for the result of the exponent difference calculation. In fact, an efficient way

to perform this operation simply and save a number of transistors will be shown in

detail in the mantissa subsection.
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4.2.4 A 3:1 Selector And Overflow Detector

As discussed earlier, there a¡e three possible cases for the exponent output,

depending upon the mantissa resulL Afær normalizing the mantissa, the final expo-

nent output may be the result of: (a) incrementing the larger exponent (there is an

overflow in mantissa result); or (b) subtracting some number from the larger expo-

nent; or (c) being the larger one of the two input exponents. We can increment and

subtract some numbers from the larger exponent simultaneously. Consequently, an I l-

bit 3:1 MUX will be employed to select the final exponent ouþut (see Figure 3-3).

The 3:l selector output is chosen by the two select signals, which must be generated

from the mantissa adder.

Assuming that the two select lines are X and Y respectively, which a¡e the 55th

and 56th bis of the mantissa result, andZ is as the output exponent. Table 4-1 defines

the requirements of the 3:l selector in a truth table form, where Sub is to exprcss that

n + 1 (n is the number of bits to be shifæd from the right to the left) is subtracted from

the larger exponent, NC is no change, x can not occur, and Inc expresses that the

larger exponent needs incrementing.

Table 4-1. The futh table of 3:1 selector.

x11

Inc01

NC10

Sub00

ZYx

Figure 4-11, based on the above truth table, is a one bit slice of the selector in

NOR gates. Eleven similar cells are used.

When incrementing or subtracting, overflow or underflow in the exponent may

occur. If the exponent result is negative, that is the carry-out of the llth bit is I or if

the result is 0, an underflow exists. Altemativety, if the carry-out of the llth bit of the

incrementer is I or if the result is equal to 2047 , an overflow occurs. Regardless of

overflow or underflow, in both cases, a flag will be set to 1. Figure 4-13 shows this

logic function.
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FIGURE +12. A cell logic diagram of 3:1 sclector.

The larger exponent

Flag

FIGURE +13. The diagram of exponent overflow and underflow detection.

4.3 Mantissa Structure

As will become clear later, the speed of a floating point addition/subtraction is deter-

mined mainly by the shifær and the mantissa addition operations. A banel shifter is

4

Rs

3:1 selector

loutloú

Subtractor
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employed in this design for maximum speed. A 56-bit mantissa addition has been

considered in detail not only for speed but also for regularity, placement and a¡ea.

Normalization functions will be discussed in two parts: (l) priority deæctor; and (2)

encoder. Rounding will be discussed at last.

43.1 A Multi-bit Shifter

For high speed operation, normally a leading alærnative is a banel shifær,

which is fast but uses a lot of area. To reduce the area, a tree shifter has been invented

and applied in some technologies [McG90], however, this approach cÍm not be

employed in GaAs, as it needs a large area.

Since the maximum number of bits to be shifted during alignment is 56, the

least 6 bits of the exponent difference are used as the shifær control lines. There are 6

stages which shift I bit,2 bits,4 bits,8 bits, 16 bits, and32 bits, respectively. That is

the first stage shifts I bit, the second stage shifts two bits and so forth. For example, if
the shifting mantissa is all l, and the exponent difference is 54= (1l0ll0)t, the

mantissa with the smaller exponent needs shifting right by 54 bits. The control lines of

the second, the third, the fifth and the sixth stage will all be high. Figure 4-14 is a

block diagram of 55-bit barrel shifter.

The six Ct bits are the difference between the two exponents. fi C i = 0, the

stage k (k = 0. . .5 ) does not shift its input; otherwise it shifts its input by 2k bits. To

shift the input by N bits, the barrel shifær uses the kth bit of the binary representation

of N to control the kth shift unit. Figure 4-15 illustrates an 8-bit block shifær dia-

grÍrm. The maximum number of bits which can be shifæd in this example is 7. There

are three stages, each consisting of 8 MUXs. The logic diagram of a MUX is shown in

Figure 4-16. When the left input of a MUX is 0, the MUX can be simplified to savo

several gates. However, because of regularity of the layout, there is no Íuea saving and

the power saving is small, so that we chose not to make this optimization, to improve

regularity. ln practice, we usually design only one level 8 MUX and duplicate it to

perform the function of the Figure 4-15.

Assume that Sg, S 1 and 52 are the select lines and fu - Az are the data. The first

stage is a l-bit shifter and its right input of the leftmost MUX is A7 and the left input
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The least 6 bits of 1I bit SUB 52 bit mantissa A 52 bits mantissa B

6t

shift/bypass 5 5-bit 32-shift

shift/bypass 55-bir l6-shift

shift/bypass 55-bit 8-shift

shift/bypass 55-bir 4-shift

shift/bypass 55-bit 2-shift

shiflbypass 55-bit l-shift

52bit MIIX

ctl coc2cacrl co

Shifæd 55-bit mantissa

FIGURE 4-14. The block diagram of a 55-bit barrel shifter and mantissa

selection

connects to ground. When the select line Sg is low, the leftmost MUX selects the right

input signal as output, that is C7 eQuals 47. Consequently, Ci = A¡ (i = 0...7). If
the select line Ss is high, the left input (Vpp) of the MUX is selecæd as the leftmost

MUX output, that is C7 = 1 . At the same time, CU = A7 , C5 = AU, etc. The data

shifts one bit from the left to the right. After shifting, Ao will be lost.

The second stage shifær is a 2-bit shifær used to shift the data C7 - C6. From
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B7 86 B5 84 B3 B2 Bl Bs

FIGURE 4-15. A sdrematic diagranr of a barrcl shifrer.

The right input

Select line

The left input

Output of A MUX

The right
Output of A MUX

Select line

(When the lefi input = 0)

6)

A1&A5A4A3A2Alfu

Ss

C6

GND
MTIXMTIXMUXMI.IXMI.IXMIIX MI.IXMIIX

MIIXMtlxMTIXMTIXMT.IxM[IX MUXMtIx

MtIXMIIXMI.IXMUX MTIXMIIXMI.IXMT.IX

FIGURE +16. A logic diagram of a MUX.
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Figure 4-15, the two leftmost MUXs ate connect€d to GND. The left input of the third

MUX of the second stage connects the first MUX output C7 of the first stage. The rest

can be deduced similarly. All of the right MUX inputs of the second stage ¿ue linked

to the first stage in the same order. If S, = 0, the second stage output D7 - Dg is

exactly equal to the first stage output CZ - Co. W'hen St = I , the second søge output

Dz - Do is ba.sed on shifting right by two bits of the Cz - Co to make the two leftmost

bia D7 and D6 equal to 0. The relation of D¡ and C¡ satisfies Di = C¡_z. Subse-

quently, C1 and Cg will be lost.

In the third stage, the four leftmost bits connect to GND. If .S, = I , the data D7

- Ds wilt be shifæd 4 bits concurrently from the left to the right. Meanwhile, the four

lowest bits of Dz - Do will be missed. Obviously, when shifting the data, the precision

of the data will decrease gradually.

For example, if the input data Az - fu is 11111111, and Ss Sl Sz are all high,

then the first, second and third stages will shift Lbit,2 bits and 4 bits respectively.The

final shifting result of 87 - 86 is then 00000001.

In general, an n bit shifær requires k stages, where k is the smallest inæger

greater than log2n. [n our shifter design, the maximum number of bits to be shifæd is

n = 55+ & = 6, therefore, there a¡e 6 select lines to control the 6 stages. These 6

select lines are to be connected to the lowest 6 bits of the 1l-bit exponent subtractor.

Once the value of the lowest 6 bits is greater ttran lS6l , the shifæd mantissa will shift

all 55 bits, leaving 0. A modified MUX is located in the sixth stage of the barrel

shifær to set the mantissa having the smaller exponent to 0 when there is a shifting

overflow. Figure 4-17 ts a diagram of a modified MUX of the last stage of the 55-bit

barel shifter. The signal F is formed from a combination of F1 and F2 (see Figure 4-

e).

The significant consideration of this shifter design is due to the hidden bit.

When shifting one of the mantissas, the hidden bit must be shifæd with its value from

the left to the right. From this point of view, it makes the design more difficult. There

are two types of schemes to address this problem: l. readily extend one more bit

(55 - bit + 56 - bit) in the leftmost of every level and set the first level input of the

56th bit to L;2. design glue-logic circuit for the function shown in Figure 4-18. Even

70
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The right input

Select line

The left input

The last output of MUX

FIGURE 4-17. A modified MIIX diagram.

i=1

aaa
co

ooa
C1

o

OO'
C2

FIGURE +18. A modified block of FIGURE 4-15.

though scheme (1) uses slightly more gates than (2), it is faster and much more regu-

lar, and especially easy for implementation in GaAs.

Notice that for a 55-bit shifter, the least significant 3 bits are set to 000, the

F

k

55 MUXs

55 MUXs

55 M{IXs
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remaining 52 bits are set to mantissa value in the nrst stage; however, for a 56-bit

shifter, the 3 least significant bits not onlv are set to 000, but the most significant bit is

also set to I in the first stage.

Above we have explained entirely the multi-bit barrel shifter. If using the 56-bit

shifær in our design, this shifter requires 56 x 6 MUXs resulúng in a large amount of

power dissipation and area. In a CMOS environment, implementing the shifter can

use n-channel pass transistor gates, so that the power and the area can be reduced sig-

nificantly. However, this is not possible in GaAs technology. The reason will be

explained in the next chapter.

4.3.2 A 56-bit Mantissa Adder

Afær aligning the mantissas, the two mantissas can be added together using a

56-bit addition. The inputs of the 56-bit addition are assumed to be data A and data B

when A has a larger exponent than B. When adding A and B, the 3 least significant

bits of A are set to 000, and the 56th bits of the two operands have two possibilities: if
both signs (\ and Br) are the same, because of the hidden bits, the 56th bits are '11';

otherwise the 56th inputs are '01' (or 10), because when the signs are different, one of

the mantissas requires conversion. At the same time, the hidden bit converts too.

Hence, we can obtain the two logic expressions: A 56 = Ã, + B, and

B s6 = A, + B, as the 56th inPuts-

The two arbitrary signed and arbitrary magnitude mantissas, can be treated as an

unsigned binary integer [Hen90]. If the sign of the mantissa is positive, the mantissa

field directly represents its magnitude, and if it is negative, it must be converted to

two's complement to simplify the addition of the two mantissas.

In general, the addition and subtraction operations can be combined into one cir-

cuit with one common binary adder and one XOR gate. Figure 4-19 shows a 4-bit

adder-subtractor circuit diagram for the full adder operation. If As and B, are the

s¿une, F = 0, and also T¡ = A¡. The circuit operates as A + B, and the sign follows

A. or Br. \ù/hen the A, and the B, are different, then F = 1, C0 = 1 and T¡ = Ã¡.

The operation becomes B plus the 1's complement of A plus 1, that is B plus the 2's

complement of A that is - B,-4.. The result Sg_3 is considered in two cases:
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A383A2B2AlBlfuBo

T3

c4 s3 sl

73
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ft

s2 so

FIGURE +19. An adder-subtractor circuit.

hl > l¿l or l,el < l¡1. If hl < lBl, C¿ = 1, and the result is positive. If l¡l > l¿l, there

is no overflow (Co - 0 ), and the sum of B - A must he convertecl into the signed-

magnitude. The S, depends not only on 4 and B' but also on C4. Vy'e assume that "0"

represents A, B or S is positive and "1" represents negative in,\, B, and S, columns;

and "0" represents there is no borrowed bit and "1" represents there is a borrowed bit

io C¿ column. The S, logic function is described in Table 4-2. Additionally, in some

cases, overflow may occur when A and B are with different signs.

Tbble 4-2.The truth table of the signs.

no1I1I
no101I
yes010I
yes1001

yesII10

yes00I0

no0100

no0000

Overflowssc4BsAs
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According to the truth table of Table 4-2, the sign of the result is

s, = Ãr'Br'c+*Ar'Br'C¿*Ar' Br'C+*4"' Br'co= Br'cq*Ar'Ca. The

relevant logic circuit is shown in Figure 4-20.

FIGURE 4-20. The logic circuit of the result sign.

Figure 4-21 is the block diagram of the mantissa adder. Figure 4-22 is another

Tbe least
6 bits of

SUB

If 0, complemÊnter F (from check logic circuit)

if I, addition result-

Ry

ss

A
c4

Bs
c4

B
S

ss

2:l selector

I

Two's complementer

56-bit Addition

Alignment
shifter

55bit

5óth bits

2:1 selector2:1 selector

Carry from exponent 52bit52b1t

FIGURE 4-21. The mantissa addition o¡reration diagram.
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Ar+B

7S

s 4+B'

The le¿st 6

bits of SUB
+

Cin

RM

FIGURE 4-22. Another block diagram for the mantissa addition.

special example to perform the addition of signed-magnitude mantissas. Firstly, the

two mantissas are complemenæd. Secondly, if the signs of the mantissas are the same,

the mantissas can be added directty in the signed-magnitude form and the S, is the

same as that of the two mantissas' signs. If the signs are different, the mantissa with a

minus sign is complemented and 1 is added. For accelerating the conversion, we can

invert one of them first, and then let the carry-in of the 56-bit addition be 1 to attain

the logic function of Figure 4-10.

The sign of the result is determined by the carry-out of the 55th bit. If the carry

of the 55th bit is high, the result is positive; if it is low, the result is negative and

,\
Bs

F (from check logic circuit)

2:1 selector

t

Two's complementer

I

56-bit addition

Alignment shifter

2:1 selector 2: I selector

Carry from exponent

2:1 selector 2:l selector

t

Inverter Inverter

I

A¡a BM
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should be converted from the two's complement form to a signed-magnitude form.

Both circuits in Figure 4-2I andFigure 4-22have their own pros and cons. The circuit

in Figure 4-22 ß slightly fasær and less a¡ea than th circuit in Figure 4-2l.ln terms of

the placement requirements, either can be adopted. Figure 4-22 is employed for our

design.

The mantissa adder can be constructed by compounding several adders. The

efficient hybrid adder of binary carry-look ahead and carry-select adder is developed

in this design. We can split the adder up into several segments, each segment consist-

ing of two BCLA adders. Connections ¿ìmong the carry propagation can be used in the

CLA adder [Hwa79]. Figure 4-23 shows a 16-bit carry-select adder with group carry

Arz-ts Btz-tS A3-ttBs-tt A+t B+t Ao.3 BG3

ocl 0c7 0

l crr

srz-rs Ss-tt S+z So¡

1I

c¡o

,l

c

co

0

I,l

I
ll

ll,0

MtIX MI.IX

t I

MUX

II

MTIX

/l

FIGURE 4-23. A lGbit carry-select adder with carry generation.
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generation. This l6-bit adder can be composed of different segments. In order to read-

ily describe group carry generations, we divide it into four 4-bit segments, and assume

that C¡,9 is the carry of the ith (r = 3, 7, lI) bit when the carry-in of the block is 0;

and C1,1 is the carry of the ith when the carry-in of the block is 1.

The select line of the carry selector can be simplified as expressed by Hennessy

and Patterson [Hen90]. According to Moorgan's law:

C3 = C3,r-Co* C3,0,

c7 = c3,o'cj,r* co'c3,L'c7,t+ cl,o = C7,t'cg* c7,0,

and in the same way,

crr = crr,r' cl * cl1, o'

The connections between blocks are shown in Figure 4-23.It can be seen that

the whole carry propagation is obtained through only one AND and one OR gaæ

delay, even though they are irregular and require an AND gaæ with large fan-in.

A simpler way to build the carry generation circuits shown in Figure 4-24 is

CtOaOa

C3

c¡,rq

FIGURE 4-24. A simplified carry generation of a carry-select adder.

slower than that of Figure 4-23. However, it improves regularity and feasibility in

GaAs technology.In addition, we can change the segments' compound to compensate

for the carry propagation delay. Figure 4-25 shows how to realize the function in Fig-

ure 4-24 in terms of practical GaAs gates. This approach is employed in our design.

When adding two multi-bit numbers, to make up for the carry propagation

delay, the time taken to complete a sum operation should be close to the time taken to
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FIGURE 4-25. Carry generation of a carry-select adder in GaAs.

generate the carry of the previous stage. The total time to complete the previous

stage's carry is an n-bit sum plus a delay for carry generation a,s in Figurc 4-4 for

example. Therefore, the following stage has time to complete a larger sum before the

previous stage's carry is generated. This time is typically only enough for an extra bit

of addition, and thus the number of bits per stage is incremented by 1 for each stage,

i.e. n, n + L , n + 2, etc. The multi-bit addition ûotal delay is estimaæd by the follow-

ing forrnula:

(4-3)= Tn+W'rTmutti-bit

where Tn is the delay of the minimum bit block; \M is the number of divided seg-

ments; t is two NOR gates' delay shown in Figure 4-25. n cannot be too small, other-

wise, W will increase so that the total delay increases. On the other hand, n can not be

too big as in this case Tn increases resulting in a large total delay increase, even

though Vy' decreases.

For the 56-bit addition to minimize the delay, a possible way is to divide it into

seven segments: 4 + 5 + 6+7 + 8 + 8 +9 +9. According to equation 4-1, the 56-bit

addition time delay is approximately:

1I1I
I01I
110I
0001

0II0

00I0

0100

0000

qÇ.rCmÇr
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T56 = To+7 'r (4-4)

where To is a 4 bit BCLA adder delay.

In fact, several factors, including area and placement and so on must be taken

constantly into account in implementation. The formula 4-2 has not been accepted in

our design. Details of how to split-up ttre 56-bit addition will be presented in the next

chapter.

4.3.3 Normalization

There Íìre two cases which require normalizing afær adding the two mantissas:

the first case is when adding two mantissas with different signs, the most signiñcant

bit of the result may not be 1 and it must be normalized. Table 4-3 represents a 56-bit

mantissa value register containing a floating-point number. In this table, the leftmost

bit is a sign, and the result requires shifting 8 bia from right to left so that the hidden

bit is 1 (the hidden bit is implicit) afær normalization.

Table 4-3. A 56-bit register of mantissa value.

79

Unnormalized Positive Number

After Normalization

0 fin00m111110000

0 1 I 1 10...000000000....

There are three steps for normalization in this case: (a) determine how many bits

need to be shifæd; (b) shift the mantissa result into standard form; and (c) adjust the

output exponent [Hok90]. A priority detector (a leading one detection), an encoder,

and a 6-bit incrementer can accomplish the function of (a) as shown in Figure 4-26;

the function of (b) can be completed by a 6-søge normalization (left) shifter. A 1l-bit

subtractor can adjust the exponent.

The second case for normalization is when an overflow occurs; the mantissa

result must shift one bit right and the exponent must be incremented by 1.

For high speed operation, these two operations occur in parallel, as a result, it is

important to accelerate the first case process as much as possible. A MUX is able to
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Mantissa Result

Detector

Encoder

Left shifær control lines

FIGURE +26. The flow chart of normalization sûeP (a).

choose one of them as the mantissa output. Moreover, if the select lines of the left

shifær a¡e 000000, then the normalization result is exactly the result obtained after

adding two mantissas. This special case is involved in the first case. Figure 4-27 is a

block diagram of mantissa result processing.

In general, a widely used method to deal with the first case is to usc a priority

encoder Man79l [War82] for acceleration. The logic of the priority encoder is such

that whenever two input levels arrive simultaneously, the input having the highest pri-

ority witl take precedence to ensure that only it is encoded. Figure 4-28 shows a 4-bit

priority encoder. Referring to Figure 4-28, the priority deæctor can be implemented

by NOR gates. It appears to make the circuit much simpler, but it is not practical for

GaAs implementation when the number of inputs are high. As a result, we adopt an

t

incrementer to make the hidden bit 1

convert number of bits into 6 bits as
the normalizatton shifter control lines

deæct the leading I bit from the left to right
determining how many bits need shifting
00000000001M

m000000001 I I 1 I I 10000 10100101 I I I I l0

t
r
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55 bits

the bit
aao

the bit
6 bits

6 bits

The 56th bit of

aoa

MT]X

The second case oo.55 The first case
and the special case

RM

FIGURE 4-27. A block diagram of the mantissa resulL

alternative approach to priority detection and encoding as shown in F'igure 4-29.

4.3.3. I Priority l)etector

The first leftmost I's position (the leading 1) of the mantissa is detecæd using a

priority detector [Bur94], which detects and keeps it, and then sets the remaining bits

on its right to zero.

If, for example, the input A3A2A'A0 = 0011 is as presented in Figure 4-29,

Exp

bits55

!

oa

5

A 56-bit barrel shifær

(normalized shifier)

INC

Encoder
56 bits

Priority

The Mantissa Result

,l
r.[l
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The hidden bit

Flag

FIGURE +2E. A +bit priority encoder.
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FIGURE 4-29. A simple 4-bit priority detector.
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then the ourput becomes B'B2BIB' = 0010. The position of the leading I of the

number in this case is the 2nd from the right. In fact, considering the hidden bit,

A3A2AlAo musr be shifted by 3 bits to accord with IEEE 754 standard. The priority

detector consists of OR and AND gates. The connections between the OR gaæs are in

a cascade form. If the input number is 55, the deæctor ouÞut takes 55 x OR Sate's

delay. Clearly, it is simple but slow.

An accelerated priority deæctor shown in Figure 4-30, may be an acceptable

method. It is much quicker than the detector of Figure 4-29, although this circuit

A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 Az Al

the second
level<_

the third
Ievel+

T¡

Ov

87 86 85 84 83 B2 Bl Bo

FIGURE 4-30. An &bit accelerated priority detector.

requires a larger number of gates and the connections are particularly complicated.

For a 56-bit input detector, there are 6 OR gate levels and one AND gaæ level, and

each level consists of 56 OR or AND gates. The interconnections are so complex that

the signal propagation delay rises greatly. Also due to irregularity, the layout is very

difficult. To overcome the signal propagaúon problem, an effective way to simplify

the connections is to break the 56-bit inputs into 7 8-bit-input blocks, and then link
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them together. Compared to a single 55 bit detector, it saves quite a number of gates

and power (about 40Vo), and makes the 56-bit detector practicable and simple. The

connections of a l6-bit-input detector between the first two blocks ¿ue represented in

Figure 4-31. Figure 4-32 shows the connections among 7 blocks. The total delay is

approximate 8 OR gates plus I AND gate as shown in Figure 4-32.

Als Ar¿ A¡3 A¡2 A1¡ A l0 44 A

Cg

Brs Br¿ Brr Brz B11 816 Be Bs Bz Be B5 Ba B3 B2 Bt B¡

FIGURE 4-31. A diagram of lGbit priority detector.

C+o

aaaa
0v

ooa

B¡r,-¿o

FIGURE 4-32. The connections among E-bit detector blocks.
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Referring to Figure 4-3I, an 8-bit priority detector requires 24 OR gaæs and 8

AND gates. The 56-bit priority detectoç thus, needs 24x7 OR, and 8 xTAND gates

besides the propagating gates shown in Figure 4-32.lt not only occupies a large area,

but also consumes much power and the interconnections are very difficulr

For a simple implementation of Figure 4-30 in GaAs, we can use PLA method-

ology. The Êrst three levels are all OR gates, which are implemented as in Figure 4-

33. Each output in each level can be obtained by a NOR gaæ and an inverter. In the

Voo Aj A'ó A5 A4 A3 A2 Al fu

c7

C6

C5

Ca

ca

c2

cl

Cs

FIGURE 4-33. The implementation strategy of figure 4'30 in PLA.

next chapter, we will present its layout. Algebraically, the AND gates in the fourth

level can be implemented using NOR gaæs. Its PLA pattern is similar to Figure 4-33,

but only its inputs are different from Figure 4-33. Nevertheless, taking account into

temperature influence in PLA circuits, several factors of PLA implementation includ-

ing power consumption, delay and noise margin should be noticed and simulated

carefully. Chapær 5 will present how these factors are affected as temperature chang-

ing.
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4.3.3.2 Encode

Having detected the position of the leading 1, the next step is to convert this

position to a binary number to control the normalization shifær. The position of the

leading I of the 56-bit mantissa is encoded into a 6-bit number whose maximum value

is less than 56 . The 26 encoder with 56 inputs and 6 outputs can perform this conver-

sion. The 6-bit output value is the shifting count, which must also be subtracæd from

the exponent.

This encoder can be implemented by means of a PLA. If implementing it

directly, the maximum fan-in will be 28 which is unacceptable. In practice, we can

break such a large encoder into several segments, and then connect them with some

logic gates. This 56 bit input encoder can be divided into 7 segments, each consisting

of an 8-bit encoder. For convenience in hardware implementation, we still use PLA

methodology to regulanzn the 8-bit encoder. Figure 4-34 is an example of an 8-input

Voo 87 86 B5 Ba 83 B2 81 Bg

P2

P1

P6

FIGURE +34. An 8-bit encoder in PLA.

and 3-output encoder in PLA. Even though the maximum fan-in is 3 in a DCFL logic

family, NOR gates can still work properly if the fan-in number is 4 when its output

drives only one inverter. At this point, the NOR gate output voltage is slightly lower

{{ t
ËË
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than the st¿nda¡d output voltage, which may reduce the noise margin. In this case,

SDCFL NOR gates with 4-input can replace DCFL to ensure the reliability of the

design. The results will be compared in the next chapter.

The two 8-bit encoders can be connected together to construct a l6-bit encoder

as illustrated in Figure 4-35. Figure 4-36 shows the 56-bit encoder consisting of 7 8-

Boz

B7

P3

P2

Pl

Po
B8_

FIGURE +35. A lGbit encoder consisting of two &bit encoders.
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8-bit
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8-bit
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8-bit
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bit

cNr
bit
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FIGURE 4-36. The connections of 7 E-bit encoders in parallel.
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bit encoders connection. The total delay of the encoder is estimated as the delay of an

8-bit encoder plus three OR gates. Using GaAs DCFL, more gates will be required

because of fan-in limitation and gate transformation to NOR gates. Certainly the

delay is greater than that of an 8-bit encoder delay and three OR gates.

4.3.3.3 Improved Encoder

Because of the hidden bit, the real shift count is equal to the value of the priority

encoder plus one. The procedu¡e for normalization is shown in Figure 4-37.

Aos¿

Flag

Sus

1l-bit SUB The mantissa output

+
The exponent output

FIGURE 4-37. The normalization datapath.

In general, the faster is the normalization process, the better. In order to acceler-

ate the process, further circuit improvements are shown in Figure 4-38 and Figure 4-

39 which are consistent with Figure 4-34 and Figure 4-35. The improved circuit of the

encoder automatically adds I to the shift count, and the 6 bit incrementer in Figure 4-

37 can be omitted.

left

Encoder

Priority deæctor

Pos As select lines
the left shifær
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FIGURE 4-3E. An improved encoder.

Boz

Ba-t

FIGURE 4-39. A connection between two improved t-bit encoders.

A special ca.se in normalization is if the values of the 52-bit mantissas with dif-

ferent signs are the same, i.e. the 6-bit output of the priority encoder becomes 000000,

then the normalization shifter does not shift at all. The mantissa is equal to

0.000000. ..x2'-1023 , that is regardless of the exponent value, the whole opera-
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tion result is 0. We can use a fl,ag to represent this case, and set the result of addition/

subtraclion to 0 in case of confusion with 1.000000. . . x 2e - 1023

4.3.4 Rounding

Like multiplication and division, [he extra 3-bits used for increasing precision,

which are at the rightmost position of the 56-bit mantissa result, must be rounded off

to saúsfy the IEEE standard requirement [Bur94]. Notice that when the mantissa

result is 1111111..., and the rounding result has a high carry, the exponent must be

increased by l. There are several approaches which have been reported. An idea to

deal with this problem has been presented by Burgess [Bur94] in details. Due to lim-

ited time, we do not take this logic design into consideration in this work.

4.4 Summary

Following the description of the addition and subtraction algorithm of the previous

chapter, some corresponding digital logic circuis to implement the algorithm have

been developed and compared in this chapær. In particular, several different adders

and their hybrid examples have been given and analysed. Due to the limitations of

GaAs technology and in order to achieve high speed calculation, a multi-bit hybrid

carry-select and a BCLA adder is proposed as an optimum and feasible option in our

design.

We employ barrel shifters for aligning mantissas and normalising the mantissa

to accelerate the shifting procedure. The barrel shifær consists of 6 stages; each stage

has 55 (or 56) MUXs. The 6 srages shift I bit" 2 bits, 4 bits, 8 bits, 16 bits and 32 bits,

respectively. The required number to shift is decided by 6 select lines. The 6 signal

select lines in the alignment shifter result from the difference between two exponents,

and the 6 select lines in the normalization shifter a¡e determined by the number of bits

to be shifted left until the hidden bit becomes 1.

ln order to obtain the normalization shift count and overcome the limitations of

GaAs, a PLA based priority detector and encoder were developed. We individually

break the detector and the encoder into 7 8-bit blocks and then interconnect them.

Compared to the alternatives, these circuit improvements either save a number of
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gates, or greatly reduce the delay. An improved approach which saves a 6-bit incre-

menter has been described in the last section of this chapter-

In the logic design stage, we should consider a ci¡cuit's realization in physical

layout at the sa¡ne time. Moreover, the factors of speed, area and so forth are inærde-

pendent as well. For time-matching, it is often preferable ûo use some simple circuits

insæad of rapid and complex ones. For this reason, several circuits to solve the same

problem arc presented in this chapær. In the next chapæç we will realitr the logic cir-

cuits presented in this chapær to complete the physical design of the adder/subtractor.
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Chapter 5 Circuit Physical Design

And Simulation Results

Abstractz The loyout of some typical circuits such as the

barrel shiÍten the cot¡tbined a"dder of the BCIA adder and the

carry select adden and the príoriry detuctor are presented as

specific examples in this chapter. Fírst of all, the functions of

the selected círcuits are verified using OCTTOOLS at Sate

tevet. Beþre implementarton, for arranging layout blocl<s

within a chip to minimize chip ørea and maximize speed, it is

imperotive to trurp out afloorplatt. The circuit's I'ayout is gen-

eratedby the layout tool MAGIC. Functional sitrutlations on

layout are performed using IRSIM, and circuit performance

including the worst timc delay, ond the average power dissi-

pation are measured using the HSPICE circuit simulator-
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5.1 fntroduction

In the second chapter, GaAs technology was analysed at gate level. In this chapter, we

will use the Viæsse H-GaAs-2 0.8¡tm with three levels, E/D mode GaAs fabrication

technology, and at 2V supplies, to realize the project's goal -- i.e. implementation of a

fl oatin g-point adder/subt¡ac tor for the special-purpose accelera tor.

DCFL, SDCFL and SBFL a¡e the three logic families employed to compleæ the

circuit realization. DCFL is widely used in the assign of fundamental logic elements,

due primarily to its low power and high density. SDCFL and the SBFL are generally

used when high fan-out and fan-in are required. Experimental results discussed in

Chapter 2have demonstrated that both the SDCFL and the SBFL have good low noise

margin. SBFL also has a good high noise margin. Although the SDCFL inverter delay

is slightly smaller and occupies less a¡ea than the SBFL's, it consumes about 5-6 times

the power of SBFL. In this design approach, we make efficient use of both as buffers

in different cases. The SBFL NOR gates are never used in design as explained before,

however, the SDCFL NOR gates are sometimes employed. Detailed application

cxamplcs will bc givcn in thc ncxt scvcral scctions.

Building a workable chip is the ultimaæ design purpose. The layout perform-

ance is greatly improved by selecúng suitable circuit parameters. In other words, the

performance of all parts of the circuit relies heavily on the geometry of ratioed gates.

As stated in the second chapter, there is a significant difference in speed performance

between identical circuits having different transistor raúos and sizes. If we choose

small transistors to implement a ci¡cuit, the circuit operation may be very rapid, and

have a high density. However, other performance pÍuameters may be poor. Therefore,

for a high speed operation, simply scaling down the transistor size is not adequate. An

alærnative approach to achieve higher speed performance is to optimize circuit struc-

ture and chip design.

In order to support such VLSI circuits, a process must have, in addition to good

device swirching times, high levels of integration, good yields, reasonable power dis-

sipation, and dense, multilevel interconnect. For a digital logic family, gates should

have good load-driving characteristics, reasonable noise margins, and support by

appropriate design automation tools.
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Normally, in VLSI circuit design, speed is not the only important criterion in

judging a circuit [Bre82] tOkl85l. There are many other important criæria, such as

power densit¡ layout area and noise immunity, all of which must be compromised.

Other practical asp€cts such as interconnection which permits a high communication

bandwidth with minimum delay, driving capacity, thermal management, regularity,

routing (data buses, power and ground buses) and placement must be considered as

well.

In a large chip, the major determinant of chip density is the width of the tracks

providing the interconnection. Narow tracks cause larger delays while wide tracks

take larger area. In order to minimize the a¡ea of the module and reduce the inærcon-

nection of the modules, an efficient floorplan, which shows modules size and place-

ment, should be prepared early in the design process. In mapping a floorplan, modules

should be placed so as to minimize interconnection length. Moreover, for fabrication,

the chip's frame shape should be as square as possible. Taking into account these fac-

tors, the floorplan shown in Figure 5-1 was adopæd for the adder/subtractor.

In the design of digital VLSI circuits, normally, low power dissipation and high

speed a¡e conflicting criæria. For example, to increase speed performance, the more or

larger transistors are required. At the same time, due to heat dissipation limits, an

exceedingly high density chip is not suitable for GaAs design [Mil861]. Since heat

density is limited [Ras86], larger area (high cost) is required for dealing with high

power dissipation. Hence, the speed-area trade-off is power density. To address these

trade-offs, the best approach is with both minimum power and maximum speed using

a certain area. In addition, to overcome noise disturbance, it is necessary to ensure that

every output point of any gate should have a high enough high-voltage (VgH) or a low

enough low-voltage (Vod in every stage. That is because they ensure the logic func-

tions correctly in the presence of noise and ensure enough voltage to make the input

transistor of the next stage turn-on or turn-off completely, and also to avoid crosstalk,

we let the data path lines, the power and the ground buses run horizontally, and the

control signals run vertically, as indicated in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-2 illustrates a typical ring-notation mask layout of an inverter. Clearly,

the Vp¡ and GND routing lines should be wide enough to avoid defects due to the

large current density electron migration phenomena. Nevertheless, considering the
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FIGURE 5-1. Floorplan r¡f a lloafing-point double precision adder/
subtractor.
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FIGURE 5-2. One typical layout example for an inverter.
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area, in the actual design, it is unnecessary to have very wide routing lines-

In order to minimize fabrication cost, the layout area should be as small as pos-

sible, but not too dense. Too high density may produce coupling between signals and

Vpp and GND, which may introduce errors in the operation of the circuit. High layout

density may also produce high power density which may damage the chip. The other

major æchniques conserving the design space, are to creatively simplify the circuit

such as a multi-MUX design which is a typical example as employed in the shifær and

the addition designs in layout, and place modules carefully-

In this chapter, we shall present four characæristic layout examples which are

the 56-bit barrel shifter, the 56-bit adder, the priority deæctor, and the encoder.

For simplicity of the design process, we break the multi-bit functions into sev-

eral segments. Each segment can be laid out as a small standard and geometrically

regular cell, and then replicated, and finally are connected cells together to achieve the

desired function. Applicaúons of logic Íurays and the regularity allow us to focus our

time on adapting the key logic structure to extract highest performance from GaAs

technology. In the addition and normalization section, several such sub-cells have

been conceived.

The logic and circuit simulators developed in recent years Íue powerful tools for

verification and opúmization design. The CAD tools used in this process were OCT-

TOOLS, MAGIC, IRSIM ANd HSPICE. At fiTSt, thE OCTTOOLS WAS USEd tO

check every logic circuit of the whole process designed in Chapær 4 at the gate level.

The layout editor MAGIC was used for physical implementation. The resulting lay-

out was simulated by IRSIM and HSPICE-

When simulating the result with IRSIM and HSPICE, there is a problem that

when a gat1 drives 4 fan-out, regardless of the logic family, its output high-voltage

may be around 450mV. IRSIM is a fast functional simulation tool for the digital cir-

cuits. Unfortunately, it can not accurately provide as much detail of circuit perform-

ance for GaAs technology as for CMOS. This value is regarded as a high-voltage

output with the IRSIM tool, however with HSPICE this voltage may not be high

enough to drive the next gate because of noise effect. As a result, in physical layout,

although the circuit function might be verifred by IRSIM, it may not work in practice'
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From this point of view, we must ensure the layout can work with TISPICE simula-

tron.

IRSIM, therefore, is generally used to verify the layout logic functionality. The

resulting performances such as the output values of low and high-voltages, the maxi-

mum current, the average, peak power dissipation, delay and so forth can be measured

by the circuit simulator HSPICE. The a¡ea and transistor count can be evaluaæd in

MAGIC. In fact, it is difficult to choose the best circuit from many different alterna-

tives even by using powerful softwa¡e tools. In next sections, details of design trade-

offs will be presented.

5.2 Barrel Shifter

Unfortunately for GaAs æchnology, implementing a barrel shifær requires a luge

number of transistors. As the transistor count increases in GaAs, automatically, the

power dissipation and the area rise rapidly.

In the implementation of a CMOS barrel shifæç n-channel pass transistor gates

based on N-MOSFET a¡e generally bctter, have good noise immunity, arc not sensi-

tive to increase in fan-in and fan-out, and are easy to layout tMil8621. In GaAs æch-

nology, it is possible to use differential pass transistor logic in some applications

[Pas9UMi92][L,on92]. Experimental results demonstrate that if using E-mode

devices to configure the transmission gates, the high noise margin is decreased; if

using the D-MESFET æchnology, the noise margin is good enough, but a negative

voltage suppty must be provided. For these reasons, we still use DCFL, SDCFL and

SBFL as the three logic families of choice for this implementation in spiæ of occupy-

ing large space.

There are two most difficult problems considered in the banel shifter physical

design. The first problem is how to place each level optimally for placement of the

whole module. Because a signal which propagates through a long wire between two

stages incurs a large time delay, the 56 MUXs in each stage can be divided into two

segments for complicated conneÆtions, as shown in Figure 5-3. In addition to that, the

second difficulty is that each control signat must control 56 MUXs in every stage and

require a long wire to propagate the control signal. For solving the second problem to

YI
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FIGURE 5-3. A sGbit barrel shifter floorplan.

increase the speed and noise immunity of the shifter, we use a group of 7 amplified

SBFL buffers, each driving 8 MIIXs. At the same time, there is another group of 7

amplified SBFL buffers and a SDCFL inverter for minimizing area and power con-

sumption, to generate the opposiæ control signal for MUX. Thus, 336 DCFL inverters

can be saved in the shifter. The two groups of SBFL buffers at each level are placed

between the MUXs of the second row ¿ls indicaæd Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-4 is the layout of the alignment shifær. It consists of 14 rows, where the

leftmost two rows are a 2;1 MtlX to choose the required mantissa for shifting (see

Figure 4-21), and the remaining rows consist of a 6 stage barrel shifær. The total

shifter occupies 1.08 mm by 1.20 mm and includes around 3500 devices.

Assuming that mantissa A is all 1, and mantissa B is all 0, the results of func-

tional simulations of the barrel shifter via IRSIM are shown in Figure 5-5. The signal

Se is to select the shifted mantissa A or B. If Ss is high, A will be shifted. Controlline
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One stage 2 groups of 7 SBFLI and a SDCFL

2: I MIJX for selecting the mantissa with the smaller exponent
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determines the number of bits shifted. All data are expressed in hexadecimal represen-

tation, except controlline which is represented in a binary.

The HSPICE simulation results are shown in Figure 5-6. The mantissas of A

and B havc the same values as for the IRSIM simulation. Pp represents one bit of the

shifted mantissa which is the one with the smaller exponent. The third plot shows the
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6 bit control signals, which deærmine the number of bits to be shifæd. If they are all

low, no stage shifts. The last three waveforms show several results in which the

observable points are selected. The measured results indicate that the average power

dissipation is slightty less than 320mW and the critical delay through the 6 stages is

approximately 2.3ns.

The nonnalization shifær also uses the barrel shifter stn¡cture with the layout as

shown in Figure 5-4, but with the two leftmost rows deleæd-

5.3 Mantissa Adder

As explained in Chapter 4, a 6-bit hybrid adder of the BCLA and the carry select

adder has been developed. The floorplan and its relevant layout are respectively illus-

trated in Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8. The exorl shared part calculates Pi = A¡@Bi.
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Consist of SDCFL NOR gates and a SBFL buffer
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FIGURE 5-7. Floorptan of a Gbit combin€d adder.

The bb¡ and hb¡are the black cells and the half black cells for carry propagation- The

exor2 part is to calculaæ S¡ = P¡ O C, when C0 = 0 and C0 = 1. The resulting

sum is selected by the 2:1 Mtrxs' To obtain Co = 0 the signal can be connected to

GND. It is not practical to connect CO to Vp¡ to set CO = 1 as the very high input

signal (2V rr 0.65y) would pass a huge current through the input transistor. Therefore,

we use an inverter whose input is connected to GND to obtain C0 = 1 signal with a

typical high-voltage input.

Referring to Figure 4-6, an odd bit of the BLCA adder such as 4-bit, 6-bit or 8-
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block could be located in the white cell of the carry generator block to save space. The

output of carry generation as a selecting line should control the n MUXs of the next

subadder output (n is the size of the next subadder in bits), therefore, the carry gener-

ation can make effective use of a SDCFL inverter (see Figure 4-24). Meanwhile, using

one SBFL buffer connected to the output of the SDCFL yields an inverted select line,

saving n inverters. Thus, if there are W (by definition formula 4-2) subadders in the

56-bit addition design, W - I SBFL inverters can substitute for the 56 inverters to pro-

duce the other select signals of the MUXs.

For optimum placement within the floorplan, the adder should be laid out to be

as long and as naffow as possible. An 8-bit BLCA adder requires two bb (black) cells

and one hb (half black) cell, and all three cells are relatively wide. To reduce the

width, the maximum number of subadders that we accept in the design is 6, in spite of

losing the speed due to l7 increasing.Its width is about 520¡tm in contrast to 6OO¡tm

for an 8-bit adder, both of which have the same height of 1890¡rm.The addition is

structuredinto 4 (4-bitBLCA adder) +4+ 6 + 6 + 6+6 + 6 + 6 +6 + 6. Hence, the

56-bit addition requires 9 carry generations to select the output of each subadder. The

Iongest path (bottleneck) counted for the 4-bit BLCA adder circuit is about l.5ns plus

the delay of the nine carry generators which is about 9 x 3fi)ps, namely the total

delay is 4.2ns. Its density is about MI}transistors/ mm2 for this addition.

The resuls of functional simulation of the 56-bit addition are presented in Fig-

ure 5-9. Although the resulting'SUfuf shows the effects of logic delays, the exact

delay time can not be measured by IRSIM. It was found that when input states of two

mantissas 'fracA' and 'fracB' change from one value to other, the worst delay occurs

when A remains in the 101010... state, while B changes from 111111... to 010101....

Figure 5-10 shows this critical case of the 6-bit combined adder. Thus it can be seen

that the worst delay of the 56-bit adder occurs at the same time as that of the 6-bit

adder. It is worth noting that although this hazard does not influence logic functions in

synchronous design, it will affect asynchronous design.

The accurate delay can be measured by HSPICE. The worst case delay of a 4-

bit hybrid adder measured is 1.7ns and a 6-bit is 2.8ns. The case ofæn regarded as

giving the worst case delay, when both operands change from 000000 to 111111, gives

a delay through the 6-bit adder of only l.02ns. Obviously, it is not the overall critical
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delay in our design.

Figure 5-11 shows the simulation results for several combinations of operands.
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In this figure, Z¡. is the ith sum of A, +Bi+C¡_t. At the beginning, A and B are

00m... + 0000...; after the first 9ns, A and B are changed to 1111... + 1111...; then

afrcr anothcr 9ns , A is changed into 1010... and B femains at 1111... At t = 27 ns ,B

is set to 0101... and A remains 1010.... The average power consumed is approximaæly

400mW . The worst delay is 5ns when there is a haza¡d. Obviously, the computation

of the 56-bit adder is not fast enough, however, taking account into this chip area and

placement

One method to speed up the addition operation is to reduce the transistor ratio in

the whole floating-point adder/subtractor process. Then, the circuit will consume more
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power, and the circuit reliability will weaken as described in the second chapter.

To ensure the circuit reliability and reduce power dissipation, a better way to

increase addition speed is to improve and simplify the logic circuits as discussed in

the preceding chapær.

5.4 Normalization

The realisation of the normaltzpr for a floating-point adder/subtractor is the third main

task in the circuit design and implementation. There has not been much work pub-

lished in more details on the design of normalizer before, especially in GaAs. We

divide the normalizer into three parts: the priority detector, the encoder and the left

shifær.

5.4.1 Priority Detector

The detector has been divided into seven 8-bit blocks as explained in the previ-

ous chapter. From Figure 4-30, the connections between two levels in the 8-bit block

are very complex in implementation. Using a PLA methodology, we developed and

completed the 8-bit deæctor. The floorplan consisted of four levels is shown in Figure

5-12. Figure 5-13 is the corresponding layout.

The level has been laid out for minimum area, but with regard to interconnec-

tion alignment, regularity and crosstalk. Thus, the 8-bit sub-cell only uses 166 transis-

tors. The layout area occupies only 0.146 x0.260mm2 .

Considering temperature influence to PLA implementation, the output and the

power dissipation of this 8-bit detector have been simulated and compared under three

different conditions: 25,75 and 125 degrees centigrade (DC). Analysing the PLA sim-

ulation results shown in Figure 5-14 (a) and (b), the delay and the power dissipation

go high as temperature is increased, as opposiæ, the noise margin is decreased. Hence,

a chip usually has good properties in low ûemperature condition. Regardless of any

temperature, the detector in PLA is with reasonable properties.

The 56-bit detector was constructed vertically from 8-bit sub-cells. The connec-

tion between two sub-cells consists of a two-input NOR gaûe and a SBFL buffer,

which drives the next stage with 9 fanouts (see Figure 4-31 and 4-32. T"he 56-bit
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FIGURE 5-14. a) An output of the detector, and b) power dissipation
under three different temperaûrres.

detector uses 1270 devices and occupies roughly an area of 1.00 x0.2'7 mm2 -

Operation of the 56-bit priority detector was verified by the simulation as shown

in Figure 5-15. The 'fracsum' as the detector input A, represents the result afær add-

ing two mantissas. The'leadingonebit' expresses the results B, from the detector.

Once the first leading I from the left is deæcted, all bits after the leading 1 bit will be

set to 0. Figure 5-15 illustrates this fact and indicaæs when the worst delay happens in
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the deæctor. As each block consists of an 8-bit detector, the critical delay path occurs

when there is a change from a state where the lefrnost block has at least one I to

another state where the rightmost block has at least one I'

The HSPICE simulations in Figure 5-16, giving several special input V(A t
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FIGURE 5-16. Experinrental waveforns for the SGbit detector.

and output V (8, exarnples, show that the worst overall delay of the 56-bit deæctor is

2.lns. The average power consumption is 0.14IV when temperature is 75 degree cen-

tigrade. As the 56-bit deæctor is mainly built in DCFL, the power consumed is quite

low, which, as twe have emphasised many times before, is a primary performance cri-

terion in VLSI design.

5.4.2 Encoder

Having detected the leading I bit of the mantissa result after adding the two

manússas, the next step is to convert it into a 6-bit control signal for the normalization
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shifær in the physical layout. As described in Chapær 4, this was implemented as a

PLA. The standa¡d sub-cell layout of the l6-bit encoder is built separately using

DCFL NOR4 and SDCFL NOR4, as shown in Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-18. Although

FIGURE 5-17. The layout of ¡ lGbit encoder PLA using DCFL.

these two components of the l6-bit encoders use 64 (in DCFL) and 78 (in SDCFL)

devices, respectively, they occupy nearly the same a¡ea. Referring to Figure 4-36, the

56-bit encoder required can be connected by three 16-bit encoders and an 8-bit

encoder.

The result of the functional simulation of the 16-bit encoder is shown in Figure

5-19. The 'Iea.dingone' represents the 16-bit encoder's input which comes from the

priority detector output. The 's/ri¡tselectN'(N = 1, 2,4,8,16) represents the encoder

output, all of which are used as the control lines of the normalization shifær. Concur-

rently, the 6-bit encoder output must be subtracæd from the exponent.

Assuming the 'leadingone'0000000000000010 as an example, in terms of the
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f,'IGURE s-lt. The lÉbit endcr PLA in SDCf,'L.
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IEEE standard, the mantissa result needs shifting by 15 bits to make the hidden bit 1.

The simulation result in IRSIM is shown that the states of 'shifielectl', 'shiftelect2',

'shifielect4' and 'shifielectS' a¡e all high, namely the left shifter will shift 15 bit from

the right to the left to make the hidden bit 1.

Figure 5-20 shows the results of HSPICE simulation of the l6-bit encoder con-
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trasting DCFL to SDCFL. Both of the critical delay paths from input to output take

roughly 440ps, which is measured when the state changes from 1000000000000000 to

0ün000000000010, regarded as the critical condition, referring to IRSIM simulation

results. The encoder simulation time in SDCFL is from Ons to 9ns, but simulation

time in DCFL is from Ons to 10ns.

Figure 5-21 shows in detail the signals of Figure 5-20. The previous stage input

of the first stage in Figure 5- 17 and Figure 5- 18 are the same, their output are the B lb,

Bl, B7 and 815 as the first stage input of the two encoders (BiocEl- and B15pçpa)
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The first stage The second stage The last stage

Inverter

Biocn PzB s.r¡

(a) DCFL

Inverter
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P3

(b) sDcFL

FIGURE 5-21. The related 4-fan-in DCFL and SDCFL logic circuits.

respectively. DCFL's high level input signals BiOCrt are lower than B¡5¡ç¡a, which

means that Figure 5-21 (a) may be affecæd by noise in the first stage, even though the

output of 4-fan-in DCFL is only slightly lower than SDCFL. Thus, once there is noise,

the noise may influence the output of Figure 5-21 (a).

Assuming that a 4-fan-in DCFL NOR gaæ drives only one inverter as a load, the

measured performances at the 53¡ point (the output of the third stage) are similar to

the SDCFL's performances at point P3, including speed and the output low and high-

voltage as shown in Figure 5-20 by the fourth waveform. Even so, the SDCFL

encoder is súlI preferred because of better noise margin. Simulation results show that

the SDCFL circuit needs much more power than DCFL circuit. However, it has a

good noise immunity. It is worth mentioning again: the SDCFL implementation in

116
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Figure 5-21 (b), can be optimised using the NOR-OR capabilities of SDCFL.

5.43 The left shifter

The left shifter function can be performed by the 56-bit barrel shifær, imple-

mentation of which is described in section 5.2-

5.5 Exponent

The physical layout comprising 2000 devices has been built according to the floorplan

of the exponent parr in Figure 5-22. Tine area is 0.400 x l.700mm' . Io width is just

right for the alignment shifter (see Figure 5-1). The two 1l-bit subtractors for compar-

ison of the two exponents and for adjustment of the exponent employed the circuit of

Figure 4-1 (b), and the 1l-bit incrementer uses the circuit shown in Figure 4-9.

A one-bit sub-cell layout of the 3:1 MUX is illustrated in Figure 5-23. Eleven

such sub-cells are required for selection of the output exponent. The two control lines
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FIGURE 5-23. Exponent poft¡on floorplan.

FIGURE 5-24. A 3:l MLIX layout for selecting the exponent ouqruL

(controll and control2) from the leftmost two bits of the 56-bit mantissa addition and

their inverted signals (controllb and control2b) detetmine the exponent output result.

Its dimensions of the whole 1l-bit 3:l MUXs a¡e 0.380 x0.I20mm. The total delay

time is 180ps.

l;;
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5.6 The Evaluation of The Chip

The floating-point adder/subtractor is a static, 2V design with E/D MESFET DCFL,

SDCFL and SBFL in the Viæsse HGaAs-2 process. The transistor ratio of DCFL is

chosen to be 10 as discussed in chapær 2.Tlte die size (excluding the input and output

pads and registers but including datapath buses) is a¡ound 2x3 mmz using 15,500

transistors. The datapath speed illustrated in Figure 5-25 is estimated to be 20ns not

3-2ns- ,2.3ns - a5ns-

2.3ns - <o40p.q> ^/n.c Þ

I'IGURE 5-25. The estimation of the critic¡l datapath for the floating-point
adder/subtractor.

including rounding time and the input and output pads time delay but including inter-

connection delay. The average power consumed is about 1.5tW (excluding the output

drivers). Table 5-1 summarises key figures of the adder/subtractor process.

Table 5-1. Summary of performance

20nsSpeed performance of operation

1.5V/Power dissipation

+2YPower supply

15KTransistor count

2X3 mmzWhole process size

DCFL SDCFL SBFLBasic gate topology

0.8 Micron E/D MESFETTechnology
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It is difficult to compare the performance of this adder/subtractor with other

implementations. That is because performance is determined by many aspects such as

minimum feature size, process, transistor size, noise immunity (can not measure), heat

density, voltage supple value, algorithm, and improvement of process technique,

whether to deal with the overflow or not and whether to deal with round off case or

not. In terns of different requirements, a design can focus on different targets.

Milutinovic in 1986 reponed a32-bit integer adder performance characteristics

of GaAs MESFET [Mil861], which used 2500 devices and consumed 1.2W power

dissipation. Its speed performance was 2.9ns delay. As a comparison with our work,

the 32-bit adder took slightly less time and used the same transistor counts but con-

sumed 6 times less power. Considering the placement in our design, otherwise, our

adder speed can be increased more. Yong in 1991 reported that a floating-point addi-

tion implemented in 1.0 micron CMOS technology [Yon91] in terms of IEEE standard

required 2 clock cycles with a 60 MHz clock fiequency.

In addition, unlike a floating-point multiplication and division, performance and

detailed designs of a double precision floating-point addition/subnaction have not

been extensively reported. As the design did not use reference material from other

sources except the mantissa adder, it was more time consuming.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the layout of four major components of the adder/

subtractor: the banel shifter, the 56-bit adder, the normalization priority detector and

encoder and the exponent 3:1 MUX.

The factors that determined which of several alterative logic tlesigns would be

used were analysed and final layouts were presented. Functions and circuit simulation

results from IRSIM and HSPICE were also presented. The logic functions in each

part have been verified in IRSIM and their performances have been measured in

HSPICE. The result is satisfactory and reasonable in each particular design under dif-

ferent simulation environments.

The bottleneck path should be chosen correctly to avoid inaccurate results. 'We

can simulate different variable states in IRSIM and judge the worst case, then make

ril

I

i
r
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use of in HSPICE to measure the exact delay time. A typical adder example in the

mantissa addition subsection has been given.

Since we ¿ìre concerned here primarily with the investigation of trade-off

benveen a¡chiæcture and implementation technology, we have not proceeded beyond

the design of individual functional units of the adder. Limiæd time and lack of funds

for fabrication have meant that we have not proceeded to interconnect the units into a

compleæ adder/subtractor. The next future work is to connect them, to simulate the

function of all processes and to measure the properties of the floating-point adder/sub-

tractor.

Finally the critical path through the adder/subractor was identified and the

worst case delay for the compleûe circuit was estimated to be 20ns. The adder/sub-

tractor counts of 15,500 transistor occupying a total area of 2 x 3mm2 and consuming

r.5w.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion

Abstract: In this chopte4 first we review the work, and then

conclud¿ the algorithm and architecture. of the double preci-

sion floating-point ad.der/subtacton and íts relevant logic

circuits and physical implementations. Some existing prob-

lems and improvemcnts will be consídered At last, the

improved and developed contriburtons in this work are listed.

tx2
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6.1 Overview

This thesis has described the design of the floating-point adder/subtractor processor

which is a subsecúon of a Solid Modelling accelerator. It includes the algorithm,

archiæctu¡e, the related combinational one-clock instuction execution combinational

logic design. Structured chip design and layout realisations with emphasis on GaAs

technology were also presented. The floating-point adder/subtractor has generated a

need for new design approaches that achieve optimal performance within this struc-

ture.

The design was based on IEEE 754 søndard format introduced in3.1.2. Chapter

3 described the floating-point adder/subracbr a¡chitecture. Its practical logic circuit

considerations, implementaúons and performance simulations were detailed in Chap-

ter 4 and Chapær 5, respectively.

6.2 Srlmmary and Conclusions

The most important property of GaAs is its speed advantage over silicon. As a result

of the high speed requirement of the Solid Modelling accelerator, GaAs has been cho-

sen in this design. The whole adder/subtractor process uses a power supply of 2V and

is compatible with the predominantly used DCFL logic family. DCFL provides betær

noise margins and is less susceptible to capacitive load, making it useful for standard

subcell based design. Its transistor ratio and dimensions at gate level have been a com-

promise of several factors: noise margin, time delay, power dissipation and area. At

the same time, SDCFL and SBFL logic families were also used to address fan-in and

fan-out limitations.

The algorithm for floating-point addition/.subtraction is very complex. We have

developed an algorithm and archiæcture for double precision floating-point adder/

subtractor for implementation in GaAs. The necessary serial steps for it are: compare

the two exponents (used a substractor and a 6-bit incrementer), align the two mantis-

sas in terms of the exponent difference (employed a barrel shifter), afær adding the

mantissas (used a hybrid adder of BCLA adder and carry select adder), normalize the

manússa result to be consisænt with the IEEE 754 standa¡d format (used a modified

priority detector, an improved encoder and a barrel shifær). Finally, adjust the output
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exponent (used a subtractor, an incrementer and a I l-bit 3:l MUX).

High speed arithmetic is our design aim, however, other criæria including area,

noise immunity and power dissipation for the whole process must be considered when

designing the circuits. The fourth chapter discussed optimal and appropriate ideas and

methods, which were realized in Chapær 5.

The delays in both gaæs and wires affect the speed of logic circuits. When speed

is the objective, if the signals are to be t¡ansmitted over a long distance, the signals

can be amplified by a large transistor as a driver to overcome the interconnect-delay

limit. Furthennore, to produce high performance circuits, increasing the parallelism

should be considered.

The floorplan in Figure 5-1 minimized interconnection delay and reduced

design a¡ea. Some particular examples such as implementations of the barrel shifter,

the priority detector and the encoder were given.

The use of CAD tools used for our VIJI design, were the simulators (IRSIM,

and IISPICE) for checking logic function and measuring performance and layout

generator (MAGIC).

The worst and overall delay of a 56-bit barrel shifær was simulated as approxi-

mately 2.3 nanoseconds and the average power dissipation is slightly less than 0-4W.

The critical path of the 56-bit mantissa adder only takes about 5 nanoseconds. The

whole adder/subtractor has a die dimensions of 2 by 3, using around 15,500 transis-

tors. The speed performance of the whole adder/subtractor is estimaæd exceeding

20ns in a standa¡d 0.8pm GaAs E/D MESFET process with an associated power dis-

sipation of 1.5$/.

6.3 Discussions

If the discussion in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 could be said to have some weak points,

it is that the design consideraúon to normalize the mantissa could be pipelined for

saving area in Chapter 4, and the mantissa adder could be divided in ærms of

4+5+6+7+8+8+9+9 to reduce segment numbers for increasing speed. Due to limited

time, connecting the units will be compleæd in the future. In addition, this design has
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not used any OR gate in different logic families due to its low driving capability. Fur-

ther, the more detailed analysis, investigation of other relevant work should be done

more. However, comparison with CMOS and other GaAs addition/subtraction design

is quiæ difficult due to many aspect reasons, all of which depend on the major goal of

design (general purpose or specail purpose), depend on processing technology,

depend on whether considering rounding stage or not, depend on cost and so forth.

6.4 Contributions

The principal contributions of this thesis are as follows:

. The critical comparison and selection of the GaAs transistor pararneters and

ratio.

. The modification of the double precision adder/subtractor algorithm and

a¡chitecture-

. The improvement of the hybrid adder consisting of the BLCA and the carry

select adders.

. The development of the encoder to omit delay and area of a 6-bit incrementer.

. The demonstration of physical implementation and realization of the barrel

shifter.

. The applications of PLA methodology in the priority detector and the encoder

with GaAs æchnology.

. Identifying of the bottleneck path for the mantissa adder.
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